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Huntsville needs the 'gift of life'
by Lonell Morrison
intern associate editor

The fact of the matter is that
Huntsville needs blood, plain and
simple.
For the past 15 years, the local Red
Cross has been trying to get students
and faculty members of UAH to
contribute to that need. Thus far it has
helped, but only to a minimal extent.
The average outtake from UAH blood
drives has usually been between 40 and
50 units of blood, which is relatively
low for an institution the size of UAH.
Officials of Red Cross are unsure
whether the poor showing can be
attributed to a fear of needles and/or

the AIDS virus or whether the low
output is largely attributed to the fact
that UAH is, for the most part, a mobile
campus. But Alice Carter, director for
this year, says, "Giving blood is rela
tively pain free and very safe." She
then added, "There is absolutely no
risk of contracting AIDS by giving
blood."
Although last year's drive collected
66 units of blood, that figure is still very
low for an institution such as UAH,
Efforts to boost the total haveincluded
poster boards from the Red Cross put
up all over campus, along with weekly
articles in The Exponent, as well as
the local papers.
But more misconceptions still

hamper the giving of blood. Carter
contends that many people believe that
they can give blood if an accident
occurs to a loved one. But that idea may
just as well take a life rather than give
one. According to Carter, newly given
blood takes between 48 to 72 hours to
process, for safety reasons of course.
"You can't wait for an accident to
happen, because the blood won't be
available in case of severe
emergencies," she said.
But the Red Cross doesn't blame the
people of Huntsville for not giving
blood. It is more a problem of
education, if people don't understand
the grave importance of giving as soon
as possible. In Huntsville, the state's

second largest user of blood, the need is
that much more important.
On Friday, Jan. 27, from 9 a.m. until
.2:30 p.m., The Exponent would like to
encourage members of the UAH
student body, faculty, and staff to go
out and give. Members of campus
organizations are encouraged to come
and bring as many members as
possible. Actual blood donation will
only take about 15 minutes of your
time.
For more information, call The
Exponent at 895-6090, or contact the
American Red Cross.

Model U.N. to represent Yugoslavia at conference
Model U.N. members from UAH will group, a committee which will work on
represent Yugoslavia in the Security a specific problem. The topic of this
Council, Economic and Social Council, year's working committee will be
The UAH Model U.N. will travel to and four General Assembly religious discrimination. Only one
St. Louis, Missouri to represent committees: Political and Security, student from each participating school
Yugoslavia in the Midwest Model ^S^ecia^Political^^conomicand can be on this committee.
United Nations Convention Feb. 22-26.
"It's basically a simulation of the
"It's basically a simulation of the United
United Nations with the Security
Council, General Assembly, and
Nations with the Security Council, General
Economic and Social Council." said
Gregory Casteel, vice president and
Assembly,../'
treasurer of the Model U.N. The club's
Gregory Casteel
other officers are Jenny Thomas,
president; and Kirsten MullerTo prepare for this simulation, Model
Lindemann, secretary. Their faculty Finance, and the Legal Committee.
According to Casteel, there should be U.N. members must research
adviser is Dr. Brad Gitz.
About 14 students from UAH will two representatives on each committee Yugoslavia's views on important
attend the convention, which will be and council so that they can work in issues and draft resolutions on them.
held at the Clarion Hotel. UAH will be shifts, since the sessions wili last most In St. Louis, certain resolutions will be
the only school at the convention from of the day.
presented and participants will debate
In addition, there will be a working and vote on them.
the Southeast.
by James E. Spain
news reporter

Students participating in the
competition must take on the character
,of the country they are representing
and will be judged on how well they do
this in addition to how often they
speak. Representatives of competing
countries can call another country out
if they think their representatives are
behaving out of character.
Last year in St. Louis, on their first
trip out of Alabama, UAH's Model
U.N. took second place in a speech
category. The club had previously
competed at Auburn and the
University of South Alabama in
Mobile. When they are not competing,
their time is spent in preparing for
competition.
Contrary to popular belief, the Model
U.N. is not sponsored by the Political
Science Department, but consists of
students with various majors.

Martin Luther King's birthday celebrated at UAH by BSA •
by Ardis Morton
features reporter

Monday. Jan. 16, was the day set
aside to honor the late Martin Luther
King Jr., in the United States. Here at
UAH, the students have not forgotten
about the man or his dream. Several
activities were planned to honor King's
life and achievements.
During the morning and afternoon
hours, a booth was set up in the
University Center lobby where

video tapes of King's most famous
speeches were played. There was also a
selection of memorable photographs
along with books and magazine
articles about the life of King.
At 5 p.m., a small memorial service,
sponsored by the Black Student
Association, was held in the
University Center Exhibit Hall. The
service largely consisted of students
sharing what King meant to them.
Although attendance at the ceremony
was not full, those students who did

participate seemed to appreciate
having some type of formal
recognition of a man whose message
affected all.
One of the highlights of the service
was when Dr. Lee Williams of the UAH
history department shared some
experiences that he gained while
growing up during a time of hatred and
oppression.
Although King is no longer with us,
his movement can continue in our
hearts. This was the idea that Williams

stressed to the students. He reminded
them that they could not forget about
the past just because it may have been
painful. Instead they should remember
those who fought for their freedom.
They should look to the future while
remembering those who paid the
ultimate price for them to enjoy the
opportunities that many take for
granted.

See itt&ieCe —
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Forum informs students on SGA activities
by Marian Delaney Sampson
news reporter
The Student Government Associa
tion held an open forum for students in
the University Center Exhibit Hall on
Jan. 18.
John Ortiz, president of the SGA,
began the forum by stating that its
purpose was to inform students of
"what SGA has done, what we are
doing, and what we plan to do, and to
talk about semesters." He then intro
duced SGA legislators and officers and
the Association for Campus Entertain
ment directors to the student body. He
ah»ojjav^^i^overvie^^>f(th^SGAB

budget and how student activity fees
are spent.
According to Ortiz, SGA provides for
and handles student insurance. Also,
in the past year, SGA has hired a fulltime secretary. This has improved the
communication between the SGA and
the students, he added.
Another project of the SGA has been
to fight for a reduction in the price of
soft drinks in the vending machines on
campus, according to Ortiz. Although
the administration has reduced the
price from 60 to 55 cents, Ortiz said
SGA plans to continue to work for a
reduction to 50 cents.
^SGAi^ls^i^h^rocessofraisin^

money to establish a computer lab in
the University Center. Ortiz said that
both Dr. Ron Roger and Dr. Louis
Padulo support this project. This pro
ject was also approved by the students
in the fall 1988 election. According to
Ortiz, the SGA plans to have the lab
established by the Fall of 1989.
The SGA has arranged for free legal
services for students. Ortiz said a
lawyer will be present in the SGA
offices for two hours on Friday.
Ortiz next asked and answered the
"two most-asked questions on
campus." Is it definite that UAH is
changing to a semester system and
when? Ortiz said the answer to this

THE CLASS OF '52 C08LDN T

question is "Yes, the fall of 1990." The
second question was "why the change
to semesters?" The answer according
to Ortiz is "to settle theTitle VI lawsuit
and to promote a better college
environment for students."
Ortiz and other legislators then
answered questions from the students.
A reception was held immediately after
the question-and-answer period.
Several students commented that the
forum was very beneficial in informing
them about what SGA was doing and
who their legislators were.

UAH sponsors
financial aid
workshop
Are doubts about financial
aid
making your dream of a college
education a nightmare? Then you
should attend "Financial Aid Night,"a
free seminar sponsored by UAH's
Office of Admissions and Records.
The workshop will be held Thursday,
Feb. 2, at 7 p.m., in the University
Center Exhibit Hall. All high school
seniors, juniors, and their parents are
invited to attend. The seminar will be
hosted by James B. Gibson, director of
financial aid at UAH.
Gibson will provide information
concerning the many types of
financial
aid available and the
processes required for securing
assistance. Loans, grants, scholar
ships and work programs will be
discussed. This program is for every
college-bound student, regardless of
college choice.

Le Cercle Francais
planning annual
Mardi Gras party
Beat the winter blahs! Join Le Cercle
Francais at our annual Mardi Gras
Party. Costumes required, punch
provided.
For more information, contact one of
the French tutors or a French teacher
at Roberts Hall.
ui^u
niwn

Folks here are still talking about
"The 1952 Incident." For some reason still
unknown, a certain graduating class at a
certain university missed what was cer
tainly the opportunity of a lifetime.
The chance to meet with a recruiter from
the National Security Agency.
Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe
something else caught their eye. But the fact
remains, a meeting with NSA could have
meant a future full of challenging, exciting
projects.
Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in

search of talented mathematicians, com
puter scientists, electrical engineers and
linguists. We're looking for people who want
to work on important hands-on assign
ments, right from the start.
NSA is the agency responsible for produc
ing foreign intelligence information, safe
guarding our government's communications
and securing computer systems for the
Department of Defense.
And we're equally committed to helping
you make your future strong. So do yourself
a favor and meet with us. You don't need 3-D
glasses to see that it's a great opportunity.

NSA will be on campus February 8,
interviewing seniors majoring in Engi
neering, Computer Science, Math and
Language.
Attn: M382 (AAM), It. Meade, Maryland 80755-6000

National
Security
Agency

An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.
The Air Force has a special pro
gram for 1989 BSNs If selecfed,
you can enfer active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards
fo qualify you must have an overall
2.75 GPk After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month intern
ship at a major Air Force medical
facility It's an excellent way to pre
pare for the wide range of experi
ences you'll have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse of
ficer For more information, call
MSGT GREG PENNY
615-889-1030
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT
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Riley speaks out about semester system
by Penelope Holmes
features reporter
"Our term system is pretty unique," said Dr. Clyde
Riley, professor of chemistry at UAH, in a recent
interview. "Incoming students generally don't
understand it at first."
Riley spent his undergraduate years at the
University of Rochester, N.Y., a school whose
traditional semester system echoed most other
universities'.
"It worked well," said Riley about Rochester's
semester system, "but UAH is a different institution.
Most students commute; many of those work. There
are engineers in the co-op program. Some students
will benefit from a semester system, but we need to
look at those who won't."
UAH's competition with other universities has
brought up some hot points among students and
faculty at UAH. In the interview, Riley listed the

term system as being one of UAH's advantages over
other schools, with other strong points being
location, course programs, and that it is just a "good
school."
"UAH may become less effective with other
schools if it changes systems," Riley commented.
"Some of my colleagues think a traditional system
will make UAH students better in general. It might
be possible, but it is not necessarily true. You have to

"Riley listed the term system
as being one of UAH's
advantages over other
schools..."
look at the UAH students who have already
graduated in order to see the answer. All have done

pretty well."
According to Riley, in thinking about the switch
from terms to semesters, "You should first see what
effect the changes will have. It is difficult to
accomplish things when you don't have the support
of faculty and staff. [Padulo] needs to discuss some
things with faculty members and advisers."
Riley also briefly discussed the possibility of
dormitories at UAH, stating that he "would
eventually like to see dormitories on campus. But
that is a chicken/egg situation. Do you build the
dorms first and then recruit the students for them, or
do you recruit the students and then build the
dorms?"
Riley added, "Some of my colleagues would say
that we have a good thing going at UAH. We must be
doing something right at UAH, because it has grown
so much...without a traditional system."

SGA Office Hours
The following is a list of the office hours of the current SGA officers and legislators for the winter term:
NAME

OFFICE HOURS

John M. Ortiz,
president

Mon./Wed./Fri. noon-1 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. 5-7 p.m.

Dena Livingston
legislator

Mon./Wed. 11 a.m.-noon and 1:30-2:30
p.m.

Ralph T. Drensek
vice president

Tues. 10 a.m.-noon
Thurs. - all day

Michael McCracken
legislator

Tues./Thurs. 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Paul O'Connor
finance officer

Mon./Wed./Fri. noon - 3 p.m.

Ben Masters
legislator

Mon./Wed./Fri. 12:15-1:15 p.m.

Shelley M. Mitchell
legislator

Mon./Wed./Fri. 1:40-2:40 p.m.

Valerie Green
student services director

Mon. 12:30-3:20 p.m.
Tues. 4-6 p.m.
Wed. 6-8 p.m.
Thurs. 12:15-3:15 p.m.

Alison Jacks
legislative secretary

Mon. - Fri. 12:15-2:15 p.m.

Ardis Morton
legislator

Wed. 10:40 a.m.-l:40 p.m.

Renee Flores
director of international students

Tues./Thurs./Fri. noon-3 p.m.

Bill Moses
legislator

Fri. 9 a.m.-noon

Mon./Wed. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Joachim Plorin
legislator

hours not available

Dennis Varner
ombudsman
Cheryl Bankston
legislator

Wed. 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Shane Prestegard
legislator

Tues. 10 a.m.-noon
Thurs. 10-11 a.m.

Carmen Battle
legislator

Tues./Thurs. 1-2:30 p.m.

Todd Ziegler
legislator

Tues./Thurs. noon-1 p.m.
Wed. 1-2 p.m.

Lisa Bush
legislator

Tues. 12:3-3:30 p.m.

Todd Cayton
legislator

Mon./Fri. 5-8 p.m.

Milo Chang
legislator

Mon./Wed./Fri. 8:25 a.m.-12:05 p.m.

Michael Conn
legislator

Mon./Wed. 2-3 p.m. and 12:30-1:30
p.m.

Ed Dravecky III
legislator

Mon. 3-4:30 p.m.
Wed. 3-4:30 p.m.

Allan Fegenbush
legislator

Mon./Wed./Fri. 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Stan Guest
legislator

Tues. 1-3 p.m.
Thurs. 1-2 p.m.

Joe Hallmark
legislator

Tues./Thurs. 10:10 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
and 3:50-5:50/6-8 p.m.

Judy Jarvis
legislator

Mon. 6-8 p.m. or by appointment

The Student Government Association has
an executive secretary, Joanne Sutton, who
is the SGA office from 8:15 a.m. until 5 p.m. If
you have any questions about the SGA,
please call 895-6428 or 895-6429. The SGA
invites you to stop by and talk to us during
our office hours in the University Center,
Room 106.

et more than your
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It's that time again—blood drive and The Ragplonent
by Kim Glasgow
editor
"Give the gift of life" — yes, it's that time again. Time to roll up your
sleeves and give blood. I hope by now that everyone is aware that The
Exponent is sponsoring a blood drive this Friday, Jan. 27. And I hope
as many people as possible will come out and donate a pint of blood.
UAH is an un-traditional school from all indications. This includes
university functions, like blood drives. This is kind of strange for me
because I grew up in Decatur, Ala., which is hick city compared to
Huntsville. But Decatur had Austin High School and Decatur High
School. Austin made it into the Guiness Book of World Records in
1980 by helping collect 1956 pints at their blood drive. Even the
smaller Decatur High School managed between 700 and 950 pints
per blood drive during my four years there.
Maybe I shouldn't compare UAH to high schools in smaller cities.
How about colleges? During my last year at Calhoun College, around
200 pints of blood were collected, and this from a junior community
college. CCC is an even more commuter school than UAH is, but UAH
seems to be the proverbial turnip when it comes to blood. Last year,
The Exponent sponsored a blood drive and netted 66 pints. When I
heard how low the total was, I felt as if we had failed. But then the
nurse at the Red Cross told me 66 pints collected was the best turnout
they'd had at UAH.
^ _
I learned a few things in the past few days that I hadn t known
before. For example, a Red Cross nurse told me 5 percent of the people
donate blood for the other 95 percent. Seems a bit lopsided. Another
^hing^nearned^^hattheAmericanRed^ros^o^jiotexistt^ollec^

blood. The nurse I spoke with said the Red Cross is a medium for blood
to be supplied. "We choose to make ourselves responsible for blood,"
she said.
.
#
I hope everyone who is able will take time out of their day r riday and
come by the University Center Exhibit Hall to give blood. I realize
many of us are squeamish about giving blood. But if I can do it, anyone
should be able to. Until almost three years ago, I had given several
times a year, and I was working toward getting my second gold pin
from the Red Cross. Then in April 1986 when I was hospitalized, the
nurses stuck an IV in my arm. Eventually, I ended up with an IV in
one arm and in one hand. And I swore then that if I ever got out of that
hospital, I'd never let anyone poke me with a needle again, not even to
give blood. It took me almost two years to get up the nerve to give
again, but last January, I trooped in to the Exhibit Hall ready and
waiting (and hoping) for the nurse to find some reason for rejecting me
as a donor. She didn't. So, guess who gave after swearing she'd never
do it again! If I can do it again, anyone can. Yes, Greg, that includes
you. too, even though you did give at/on the office (floor).
Now for the truly serious matter of the day — The Ragplonent has
arrived, and just in time. Please remember as you read over it that our
lampoon issue was done in good humor. We've tried not to offend
anyone. Ask the people I've been on the phone with — "Are you sure
that sounds okay? How does Steve feel about that?" We've tried to
poke a little fun at liberal arts, engineering, vending machines (thanks
"The Wolf' for being a good sport, dormitories, Opus I-A, and the
concrete canoe, among other things. If we have offended anyone, I
speak for The Exponent staff when I say that none of The
Ragplonent was written with any malice.

"They want a return to the old days when illegal abortion ...death...
by Larisa Thomason
columnist
Last Sunday was the 16th anniversary of the Roe
vs. Wade decision that decriminalized abortion, and
the airwaves and newspapers have been filled with
the "pro-life" advocates decrying the ruling. You see,
they want abortion outlawed. They want a return to
the old days when illegal abortion was the leading
cause of death among pregnant women.
I've always been amazed at how many "pro-life"
activists reassure us with the statement that they
would support a woman's right to choose abortion if
she is a victim of rape or incest. It seems that there is
an inconsistency here because they are supposed to
be in favor of life no matter what the length or
quality. What is the difference between a baby
conceived during a rape and one conceived
accidentally by a woman whose birth controlfails? Is
one less innocent than the other? When theysay that
a woman shouldn't have to bear a child resulting
from a rape, then they tacitly admit that the woman
DOES have some say over her body, that her feelings
about the pregnancy DO matter. Their whole
argument against abortion as the killing of innocent
life falls apart because most of them stand ready to
sanction some abortions, even when the woman's life
is not in danger. The real issue isn't the
preservation of life, it is control over women's bodies
and lives.
One of Gloria Steinem's favorite sayings is "If men
got pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament." Truly,
one of the most galling things about the abortion
debate is that women's lives are in the hands of a
group of predominantly middle-aged, upper-middleclass white men — the most fitting description of the

Congress, state legislatures, and the judiciary. How
much do these men know about the lives and bodies
of their wives and daughters, much less poor or
minority women? Not much.
Several years ago, I went to Montgomery to help
lobby the Legislature against the Parental Consent
bill which forced young women under age 18 to get
their parent's approval before an abortion. One
version of the bill stated, "life begins at conception,"
a principal at the heart of the so-called pro-life
movement. The problem with this little statement is
that if it becomes law, the safest, most effective types
of birth control pills would be outlawed as
abortifacients. When I pointed this out to one of the
male legislators, all I got was a blank stare and the
question, "You mean there's more than one kind of
birth control pill?" Here this man was making a
decision about something that affects the life of every
woman in Alabama and he didn't even have the
pertinent biological facts! And he didn't care.
The "pro-life" movement is anything but. They
supported the Reagan administration when it tried to
take away federal funding to supply birth control
information for poor women here and around the
world (doesn't it stand to reason that no birth control
leads to more abortions?). They support turning
women into criminals for making a strictly private,
personal decision. They are opposed to the safest
types of birth control pills and the IUD, calling them
abortifacients. Their actions will send women into
back alleys for abortions, and once again the coat
hanger will be the method of choice for pregnancy
termination. Women will die if they are successful,
but they brazenly call themselves pro-life.
Interestingly enough, they make frequent
references to the Nazi gas chambers when they talk

•Letter Policy
The editorial board of The Exponent has established the
following policies concerning letters to the editor for the
1888-89 yean
The Exponent welcomes concise letters to the editor from the
UAH community. Preference will be given to letters dealing
with current events and UAH-related concerns or issues. All
submissions should be typed, double-spaced, and signed; very
neatly handwritten Setters will be accepted. Letters will not be
corrected for spelling, grammar, or punctuation.
The deadline for letters to the editor is Friday, 5 p.m., before the
following Wednesday's newspaper. All letters will be verified as
authentic before they are printed, and authors must present some
type of identification upon submitting a letter in person.All letters
mast contain an address and telephone number where the author

9)

about abortion clinics. What they don't seem to
realize is that Hitler was also anti-choice. Women in
Nazi Germany were denied access to any type of
birth control, punished for having abortions, and
exhorted to have as many children as possible.
German women were baby factories for the
Fatherland. In fact, Hitler's feelings about the proper
role of women — children, cooking, church — are
much more in keeping with the right-to-lifers'
worldview than that of pro-choice advocates.
Though they call themselves "pro-life," "antiwoman" would be a much better characterization. If
they're truly pro-life and pro-family, why have I
never seen the force of the National Right to Life
Committee swung behind such issues as prenatal
care for poor women, changes in adoption laws to
make it easier to adopt older children now in foster
care, day care for the poor, and parental leave? An
old joke about the pro-life movement is that, in their
view, life begins at conception and ends at birth.
Pro-lifers will tell you that they are concerned
about women's lives and worried about the
tremendous dangers of abortion. However, a firsttrimester abortion is safer than childbirth. Wby don't
they discuss the trauma of being forced to bear a
child you don't want? When they discuss abortion,
why do they want to reduce a woman's status in
society to nothing more than a walking womb whose
only legitimate role in life is childbearer and
childcarer. The role of mother and caregiver is one of
the most wonderful, fulfilling roles a woman can
choose, but it MUST be chosen, not coerced.
I don't want to give the impression (though I
probably have!) that I think all pro-life advocates are
wild-eyed enslavers of women. Quite the contrary. I
Continued to page 5

can be reached. In the event that the author cannot be reached by
Monday at 5 p.m.. the letter will not be published until the
following week. Names of authors will be withheld upon request;
anonymous letters will be rejected.
The Exponent attempts to publish all letters to the editor. To
give others an opportunity to presenttheir opinions, letters of non
recurring writers will be given priority over recurring writers.
Mass-produced or mass-copied letters will be published at the
discretion of the editorial board. Letters that border on obscene,
libelous, or in poor taste will not be printed.
Although The Exponent will not alter the content or meaning
of a letter, the editorial board reserves the right to edit lengthy
letters. AH letters must be 500 words or less. The editor has final
approval of all letters to be

Correction
In last week's newspaper, The
Exponent printed an article that
stated the Association of Computer
Machinery was a math club.
According to Ed Bosworth, assistant
professor of computer science and the
chapter adviser of ACM, ACM has a
student chapter at UAH but it is not a
math club. Bosworth said that if it were
classified as a club, it should be called a
Computer Science Club.
T h e E x p o n e n t regrets any
inconvenience this may have caused.
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UAH is faced with a genuine academic dilemma.

by Terry Foote
columnist

The word "politics" is usually associated with the
various levels and processes of government, but it
also has a much broader connotation. The inter
relationships of most human organizations is
political to some extent, which means that one
faction tries, through skillful negotiation, and
sometimes manipulation, to advance its own desires
at the expense of another group. In this article, I will
be dealing with politics in its broader context by
discussing UAH's situation.
I used to think that a university was free of the
superficial political conniving most commonly
associated with the "outside" world, but UAH proves
that this is not true. There is an enormous rift
between the "hard" sciences (particularly
engineering) and the rest of the colleges on this
campus (particularly liberal arts) which creates a
very tense atmosphere at best. The hard sciences
hold the noticeable political advantage because they
have the undaunted support of the administration,
and hence receive the overwhelming majority of
attention and revenue.
When one compares Roberts Hall to the

Engineering building, it is obvious which school is
held in higher regard. A common argument for
this situation is that there is not much demand in this
city for the liberal arts.The consequences are that the
university promotes itself to the community as "the
M.I.T. of the South" and has established a powerful
rapport with Huntsville's largely engineering
oriented business community.
Thus, UAH relies upon the free market to
determine how it will promote its various
schools. The hard sciences have the distinct
economic and political advantage because of their
value in the free market, while the other colleges
suffer because of their seeming lack of value to the
university and community. In the short run, those
who are enrolled and teach in non-engineering
schools suffer, but in the long run, EVERYONE
loses.
I have been a liberal arts student at UAH since
(don't laugh) the fall of 1983 and have closely
observed the situation throughout the years. The
underfunding and lack of recognition hurts both the
students and faculty. Many students I have known
feel unappreciated and often look for other
universities in which to pursue graduate studies. The
faculty often seems disillusioned by the lack of

recognition that their scholarship receives and
frustrated by the lack of funds to expand graduate
programs.
Engineering students are also harmed by a
university that does not encourage Liberal Arts
studies. In Allan Bloom's book "The Closing of the
American Mind," the author describes the dilemma
of today's technical student by stating that they for
the most part have "...the utter inablity to
distinguish between important and unimportant in
any other than by the demands of the market." How
may anyone be a well educated individual with good
writing skills if he views liberal arts studies as an
obstacle? The next time you look through a schedule
of courses, notice how many technical writing
courses are offered by the English department. This
is proof that engineers are not encouraged to write.
UAH is faced with a genuine academic dilemma
and its standards for scholastic excellence are
compromised. If UAH wants to move beyond
emulating (as it does with M.I.T.) to being emulated,
it will have to remove the political barriers by
recognizing and expanding its non-engineering
colleges much more. After all, M.I.T. does have one of
the best economics programs in the nation.

"The goal should NOT he to outlaw abortion hut...
Continued from page 4

know many of them and arefriends with some. Many
are very sincere and truly believe that they are doing
the right thing — but they don't seem to have
considered the deeper implications of their actions.
The same group of people has picketed the local
women's clinic every week for years. Unlike most
people on either side, they are willing to get involved,
and I have a lot more respect for people who act on
their beliefs than those who sit like slugs through
any crisis. I respect them, but I think their focus on

abortion as the only problem is too single-minded.
The pro-life movement is too concerned with the
single issue of abortion. The pro-choice movement
doesn't focus solely on abortion, but rather on its
causes, because the goal should NOT be to outlaw
abortion, but to make it unnecessary. To this end, it
lobbies for safer, more effective birth control;
prenatal care for women so that the babies they
choose to bear are healthy; and mandatory parental
leave and day care funding so that a woman doesn't
have to choose between a child and the job that feeds

her family. Illegal abortion won't solve any of these
problems, it will only make them worse. The prochoice movement IS on the side of life — women's
lives, your friends', sisters', and daughters' lives.
When abortion is illegal, women die and no Supreme
Court decisions, picketers, or laws will ever change
that fact.
Documentation for Ms. Thomason's column is
available upon request.
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If you want to start improving
relations between UAH and A&M...
Dr. Padullo,

I commend you on your efforts to
improve relations between U.A.H. and
A&M but your behavior at the Mayor's
Cup Classic cannot go unmentioned.
As the great emancipator from the
north you took it upon yourself to
explain to the assembly about the
upcoming hockey match at which you
have invited A&M's pep band to play.
As if your droning tone and poor
speech habits weren't bad enough,
your attempt at humor was horrible.
No one needs to "teach A&M students"
about hockey, nor will the visiting

team be shocked to see "black folks
playing music" at the game.
These statements not only had a
condescending tone but made U.A.H.
seem cerebrally dominant. If you want
to improve U.A.H. relations then start
by improving your own. Your public
speaking does more damage than your
controversial executive decisions. It's
better to have people wonder why you
didn't talk than have them wonder
why you did.
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Last Tuesday night a meeting was
held...freshman class...discouraged.'

- • • Kim Glasgow
Nancy Parker
Lonell Morrison
Sheree Barnes
Gregory Casteel
Jane Dudley
Kelly Baldwin
Ranjit Pradhan
Morgan Andriulli, Gregory Casteel. Terry Foote,
Jennifer Grace, Penelope Holmes, Ardis Morton.
Pat Newcomb, Marian Sampson, James Spain,
Lawrence Specker. Heather Stewart.
Larisa Thomason, Mary Wallace
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To the editor:

Is there an explanation for the
apathy portrayed by the students at
UAH?
Last Tuesday night, a meeting was
to be held for the freshman class;
however, only one person took time to
show up (Thanks, Shelley!). As officers
of the freshman class, we were very
discouraged. Time and money were
spent on advertisements publicizing
the event, name tags, and
refreshments to prepare for the
meeting. We had hoped to bring
together the freshmen so that we could
talk about planned activities and listen
to their ideas.
We realize that many students have

classes and work at night, and there
was also a basketball game.
Nevertheless, we feel that some
interest could have been shown. We
really would likethe support and imput
of the freshman class. However, when
questions and complaints are raised by
freshman students who do not know
what is going on with their class, it will
be their own fault for not taking an
active role.
The Freshman class Officers
Matt McGary
Rudy Tjhin
Julie Preston
Christie Dale
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Proofreader
Photographers
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Lara Lee

— Stan Jacobs. James Spain, Don Watson
• Mohan Mullapudi
Suzanne Harraway. Lawrence Specker
Christy Morefield
Ricky Howard, Rudy Tjhin
Marian Sampson
Sheree Barnes
dack Dempsey
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...Find a Mozart piece and listen to it just once.

<<

by Gregory Casteel
columnist
This Friday, Jan. 27, is an important date to
anyone who loves great music. It is the birthday of
the greatest composer who ever lived — Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart. This Friday will mark the 233rd
anniversary of Mozart's birth. Every music lover
should take a few moments to remember the great
composer and his music.
If you are totally absorbed in classical music, as I
am, you might want to spend the day Friday
in celebration of the music of Mozart. If you are just a
casual listener of classical music, listening only on
occasion, I suggest that you take some time Friday to
listen to some Mozart, maybe even buy a good Mozart
tape or CD. For those of you who hate classical music,
please do me one little favor — find a Mozart piece
and listen to it just once. You might just learn to like
classical music. Also, I suggest that you watch the
movie "Amadeus" (available at just about any video
rental store). Although "Amadeus" is not a
biographical account of Mozart's life, it does give a
good idea of what his life was like.
"So what's so special about Mozart?" you ask.
Well, if you take a look at his life, you can see why he
is so special. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born on
Jan. 27,1756, in Salzburg, Austria. He was the son of
a famous violinist, Leopold Mozart. By the age of 4,
little Wolfgang was composing music. By the age of
6, he was already well known as a musical prodigy.
For most of his childhood, Mozart toured Europe with
his father, performing before royalty, and even the
pope. Mozart could take a piece of music that he had
neither read nor heard before, sit down at the
harpsichord or the piano, and play it perfectly on the
first attempt. Also, he could hear a pieceone time and
have it memorized — then he could either play it from
memory or write it out, note for note. But it was
composition that really set Mozart apart from others.
He wrote his first symphony at the age of 9. He wrote
his first opera at the age of 12. His childhood
compositions were as good as those of the greatest
composers of the day.
The greatness of Mozart's early music was
surpassed only by his later works. As an adult,
Mozart was completely devoted to his composition.
He would work long hours turning out musicfor little
or no financial reward. He never became rich, but he
produced the greatest music ever written. It survives

today and is loved by billions of people. The name of
Mozart will never be forgotten.
Mozart's life was short, sad, and tragic. He was a
poor alcoholic who was dominated by his father and
his wife. His father taught him everything about
music but nothing about responsibility or how to take
care of himself. He constantly went out carousing —
going to wild parties, drinking, chasing women, and
spending every penny he earned on wild living. He
never learned self control or proper social behavior.
His life was wasted — except for his music. His father
taught him to respect music. Music was the one thing
Mozart took seriously.
Mozart's musical talent can be described as
nothing short of miraculous. While other composers
struggled with their music, trying to make it come out
just right, Mozart's music came to him easily. If you
look at the manuscripts of Beethoven, you see a
messy scribble of corrections and revisions. But if
you look at Mozart's manuscripts, you see no
corrections or mistakes — Mozart's music was
perfect at the first draft. Mozart would compose a
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piece completely in his head before he would put
anything on paper. This prompted many people to
believe that his music was divinely inspired. Of
course, his music sounded like it was inspired.
Mozart perfected the piano concerto — even the
best concerti by other composers pale in comparison
to Mozart's. Before Mozart, opera had fallen into
disrespect. But Mozart took a new approach to opera
— he composed beautiful music and used the human
voice as an instrument. His great operas, such as
"Don Giovanni," "The Marriage of Figaro," and
"The Magic Flute," revived the dying art and are
still considered some of the greatest operas ever
written. Whether it was symphonies, masses,
sonatas, or concerti, Mozart wrote his music to
perfection. His death was just as tragic as his life. He
had been in bad health for some time; and, on Dec. 5,
1791, Mozart died at the age of 35. In his short life he
wrote over 600 pieces of music.
Happy birthday Wolfgang Amadeus — we still
love you.

For signs of life,
check for pulse
Campus events and happenings

Black Student
Association
The Black Student Association
remebered "the dream" of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. on his birthday.
Nolita Nelson, B.S.A. treasurer, held a
video memorial in the University
Center lobby.
The video tapes displayed King's
greatest moments: his "I have a
Dream" speech, his organization of the
boycott in Montgomery, and various
"Eye On The Prize" videos containing
his other civil right movements.
Patrick Moise, B.S.A. vice president,
held a memorial service in the U.C.
Exhibit Hall with guest speaker Dr.
Lee Williams, protessor of history.
Williams spoke about his memories of
King. Williams also spoke about his
involvement in the civil right
movement.
Black Student Association thanks
Dr. Leatha Bennett and Dr. Lee
Williams for their help and support.

Their help made the B.S.A. memorial
to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. much
more enlightening.

SEDS
Students for the Exploration and
Development of Space will be holding a
meeting Wednesday, Jan. 25, at 8:15
p.m. in the University Center, Room
131.
Topics to be discussed will be the
mission to Phobos and space
leadership through international
cooperation. Also, the SEDS officers
for the next year will be elected.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

SOTA
Students Over the Traditional Age
(SOTA) holds meetings each Thursday
at 12:15 p.m. in Room 126A of the
University Center. These meetings are
designed to inform members about

UAH and any changes that occur.
Students are invited to bring a lunch
and attend.
The schedule for the next month
includes a number of guest speakers
who will do informal sharing about
topics. This schedule includes: Feb. 2,
Dr. Ron Koger will answer questions
concerning the various aspects of
changing to the semester system; and
Feb. 9, Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher will talk
about the changes in the quality of
student life under a semester system.

Chi Omega
Winter quarter has been a busy one
for the Kappa Kappa chapter of Chi
Omega so far. We recently nominated
our model pledge from our fall pledge
class. This honor goes to Catherine
Beebe. Also, Amy Smith received the
award for the highest GPA among our

fall pledges with a 4.0! Congratula
tions go out to Beebe and Smith.
Chi Omega recently nominated
people to fill
our chairmanship
positions. They are as follows: Stacy
Schlegel, assistant rush; Dena
Livingston, panhellenic officer; Jana
Sadler, panhellenic delegate;
Stephanie Gilmore, chapter
correspondent; Michelle Roberson,
social; Marissa Benavides, assistant
social; Catherine Burke, song/spirit/
morale; Lauren Williams, career
development; Margaret Balmut,
alumni relations; Jennifer Wood,
communications; and Amy Smith,
historian.
We have scheduled events for winter
quarter and are excited about them.
We are having a "Valentine's Day"
Mixer on Feb. 10 with the ATOs. We
have also scheduled an Ice Skating
Mixer with the Pikes for Feb. 24. We are
so excited about our mixers with these
great guys!!
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Artificial Intelligence discovered in humans
R.E. Searcher
tech reporter
UAH Senior Research Scientist
Danny Ford announced today the
breakthrough he has been waiting for
— Artificial Intelligence has been
discovered in humans.
"It was the dream of a life-time,"
stated Ford from his office in the
Research Institute. "I never would have
thought something this big could be
discovered at UAH, right under our
noses."
He and Research Associate Mike
"The Shade" Brady had been working
on another project when they
discovered they had a major story on
their hands. According to Brady, one
day late last year, he and Ford received
a call from a UAH professor who said
he had a student who was "beeping
incoherently."
"We realized this might be the
discovery we were waiting on," said
Brady.
Although the human has a human
name, Ford and Brady said he has been
named GED (General Education
Deficiency). The senior research
scientist noted that he has
affectionately nicknamed the human
"Zippy."
It seems
that there are some
potential problems to be worked out
with GED. As Brady explained, AI is, in

layman's terms, the study of how to
make computers behave
more like
humans so that humans don't have to
behave like computers to use them.
The problem is that natural language
processing, which is a part of AI, can be
somewhat ambiguous.
"After further testing on GED, we
discovered the student was beeping
incoherently because he was trying to
parse [understand] an ambiguous
statement made by his professor," said
Brady.
"A big problem in AI," said Brady,
"will be getting GED over this hurdle so
he won't keep beeping in class, and so
he can learn to deal with the ambiguities
in everyday life." However, since the
important discovery of AI in humans,
GED has been kept in an isolation lab.
THis is because of fear that since AI has
been discovered in humans, perhaps
one day a student will evolve out of
GED.
"That is one of our concerns," said
Ford. "We don't want that to happen
because GED isn't ready to come out of
the isolation lab yet. We tried to isolate
him ... We're afraid of setting loose a
student virus similar to the recent
computer virus we've been hearing
about."
Brady added, "Artificial Intelligence
isn't ready for the real world yet."
The big question about GED seems
to be, "Does the human understand

Liberal Arts?" Unfortunately, the
Perhaps the most chilling revelation,
answer is not hopeful.
though, was Brady's pronouncement:
"No, no," said Brady. "The largest "We're afraid that if he [GED] ever got
stumbling block for GED will be Liberal ahold of some James Joyce, he would
Arts. There are so many ambiguities in be thrown into an irreversible fit."
For those interested in learning more
that field that just aren't in more
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Shown above is the "discovery of a lifetime" - GED, the human discovered to
have Artificial Intelligence." It is rumored that this photograph was taken after
photo by The Shade
he got too close to a James Joyce novel.
technical fields. Also, there is the very about the human, he will be on exhibit
real possibility that since GED has in the Research Institute, Room M-150.
Artificial Intelligence, it could also However, the public is forewarned.
evolve into the horrors of Natural Brady stated, "It would be better to let
Stupidity. I believe he is going through the public be more informed, but for
an internal struggle between AI and NS anyone who wants to see GED, the
right now."
faint of heart should be cautious."

Ragplonent uncovers Iran/Coke scandal
by Bernward and Woodstein
news reporters
(Huntsville) — What started on the campus of the
University of Alabama in Huntsville as a student
protest against an increase in the price of Coca-Cola
in campus vending machines has exploded in a series
of revelations of possible illegal activities involving
high-ranking administration officials, up to and
perhaps including Lewis padrulo, newly invested
president of UAH.
Readers of The Ragplonent's sister publication,
the stodgy and conservative Exponent, may
remember wading through several articles in
November concerning profits, or lack thereof, from
on-campus vending machines. Now the full story is
beginning to emerge, due to a source of the highest
credibility. This source is well-liked, and we have
chosen to honor her request for annonymity. We will
call her Chicken Little.
FIRST SIGNS OF TROUBLE
Chicken Little first contacted The Ragplonent
early this month; requesting a meeting late at night in
the parking deck at the Von Braun Civic Center.
What follows are some excerpts from this and othe

conversations held with her this month.
"I know Padrulo has had a rough time here. People
think he wants to turn this place into the University of
Alabama in Boston. But that isn't so," she said,
lighting a cigarette. "He's no would-be Boston
Brahmin. He knows how to adapt to each new place
he goes. His dream isn't Boston culture. It's football.
Ask an old friend of the Padrulo family, Claire
Voyance." When asked to explain, Chicken Little
said, "I can't tell you any more. Just follow the
money." She crushed out her cigarette and faded into
the shadows of the parking deck.
It took some detective work to find Miss Voyance,
who runs a palm-reading operation just outside of
Arab. But for a little baksheesh she spoke freely.
"Yes, I have counseled Dr. Padrulo many times.
You must be talking about the time this past August,
when we attempted to contact the spirit of Bear
Bryant. I didn't think it was working, but Dr. Padrulo
insisted that he clearly heard the coach saying that
UAH could become Alabama's biggest football
school. He kept saying something about a
Chargerdome."
INTERNATIONAL SCANDAL
The second major UAH figure facing possible

indictment is the director of the University Center,
Steve "the Wolf' Bruise, who now admits to helping
carry out the scheme hatched by Padrulo to fund his
football dream. This is where the Coca-Cola
connection comes in. The local bottler sold the soft
drink as usual to the University. Evidence indicates
that the bottler was completely unaware of the final
destination of hundreds of cases of the soft drink —
downtown Teheran.
RUNS TO IRAN
The Federal Aviation Administration has declined
to comment on whether they will yank the license of
Gordo Almslie, renegade pilot and physics professor
who made a total of four runs to Iran carrying about
300 cases of Coca-Cola in a rented Cessna Caravan
each time. When informed that the Iran/Coke scandal
was already breaking, Almslie agreed to talk to The
Ragplonent.
"Did I fly the stuf to Iran? Sure. Four times. The first
two times Steve [Bruise] went with me. The Iranians
respected him. They called him, "the Wolf." The third
flight was the day of Padrulo' investiture, Oct. 28.
That flight I made alone. On the return I was nae too
unhappy to see the Huntsville Jetpiex again.
continued on the next page
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Coke profits went into Swiss bank account
continued from the last page
president for finance,
Kenneth W. Thompson,
Almslie continued, "Aye, I did make one more flight. resigned. Thompson has been unavailable for
Steve had to roll the price back to 55 cents, but he comment, but he is expected to admit under oath that
didn't want the Ayatollah to think the Wolf was about the real reason for his resignation was his discovery of
to disappoint him. So on that last flight, I took one of large sums of money being transferred from the First
the Marriott chefs. The chef and I parachuted into the National Iranian Fidelity Bank to two branches of
Ayatollah's compound. We served up a turkey dinner Credit Suisse, both in Zurich, Switzerland, and New
and the chef created an ice sculpture for the occasion, SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSin the shape of the letters "UAH."
"Did I do it for the money? I might have. Would I do
it again? No chance. They're crackers, the lot of
them."
"Did I do it for the money? I
SMUGGLED PAPERS
Indeed, things were heating up enough that Bruise might have. Would I do it again?
decided to do something to keep his records more
secure. According to Chicken Little, Bruise decided No chance. They're crackers, the
that exam week would be a good time to do some
paper reshuffling in his office, since people were lot of them."
beginning to leave for the holidays, and regular
routines could be disrupted without anyone finding
things amiss.
Chicken Little alleges that vital papers were SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSr
smuggled out of the University Center by Bruise's York. The Swiss bank account was registered to Dr.
secretary, Hollie Hall, who folded the papers, stuck Padrulo's name, according to high-ranking university
them in the top of her panty hose, and simply walked sources.
out with them. Contacted by telephone, Mrs. Hallsaid
More evidence for this is the fire that destroyed the
, "No comment," and hung up.
university records office, said Chicken Little.
"Padrulo kept this financial information stored
THOMPSON RESIGNS, RECORDS
there, right in the open, and we never knew it. He had
DESTROYED
It was soon after the Christmas break that the vice it filed under the title "Funds to Attract Really Good

Liberal Arts Professors," so naturally no one ever
looked at that diskette. We thought it was blank. But
all the computer records are kept secured, even from
the president...and then the records room is burned,
just when the Board of Trustees is preparing to make
an inspection. What would you think?"
QUESTIONS UNANSWERED
The Ragplonent has repeatedly tried to question
Dr. Padrulo, but all we can get is his anwering machine
with the fake President Nixon voice on it. We
attended the news conference held by P.R. man Dick
Foungus, but that was a waste of time, since all he did
was deny everything.
There are still many questions unaddressed here. If
Steve 'the Wolf Bruise's income is only from his
salary, then why are there traveler's checks with his
name on them floating around Huntsville? Why would
he run up a $1,250.69 bill at Bama Boots? Why would
he treat 11 Iranian students to a John Denever
concert at the VBCC?
What sort of Freudian slip was it when Dr. Padrulo,
in the September issue of the UAH Alumni magazine,
said, "We didn't have one single Coca-Cola machine
in the house'?
The Ragplonent has been assured that the
matters in this article are merely the tip of the iceberg,
only the beginning of revelations of academic and
financial shenanigans.
NEXT ISSUE: The Changing Face of Campus
Housing — Move Over for the Chargerdome.

ASCE/Crew Team win EPA research contract
by Ineeda Paddel
environmental specialist
Officials from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) announced
Monday that the UAH Crew Team and
the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) have been given a joint
research grant of $10,000. The ASCE
will build a special concete canoe to sit
three Crew members, who will canoe
from Pittsburgh, PA, to Cairo, IL, and
complete the trip at New Orleans, LA.
The purpose of this ambitious project
involves the paddles needed to propel
the canoe. At several intervals along the
route, the paddles will be gathered from
the canoers and placed in sterilized
boxes. These boxes will be labeled
according to location and expressmailed to waiting ASCE members, who
will analyze the pieces of wood to

determine the amount and type ol statistics because no other concrete
pollution in one of the nation's most canoe has ever traveled this route
before.
important waterway systems.
Hardy states, "The Crew is in
The EPA lists the reasons for
awarding the grant to two UAH training at Ditto Landing right now. We
organizations as being based on the are braving the cold because by Spring
simple fact that "Year after year, the we want to be in shape to complete the
two groups alway rank high in their trip in one month."
The Crew feels they have something
nation competitions." The EPA
further stated that they were excited to prove because, "We [The Crew]
about discovering what "stuff' is in the don't get any respect at UAH. The
different locations. There have been Crew was UAH's first sport team; yet,
previous attempts to map the we are under-funded and no one knows
waterway's pollution, but the aluminum much about us. In fact, we are still using
boat's bottom would erode before the the scull the first Crew Team used."
Dusty Soils, ASCE president, stated
trip even reached the halfway point. It is
hoped that the concrete canoe will have that the group was looking forward to
the challenge of finding "what makes
better luck.
Roe Hardy, Crew Team leader, Northern rivers black." Soils also states
claims that the Crew will be able to his belief that UAH's ASCE "will be a
complete the trip in record-setting time. shoo-in for top honors at regionals in
Of course, there are no previous Miami. After all, no other concrete

canoe has ever worked for the EPA
before. You can only be first, once."
Although Soils and his group are
excited about the grant, they worry
about running short of money. At least
$3000 is expected to be spent on
constrution of a primary canoe and a
backup canoe; $4000 on follow-boats,
communication equipment, 30 wooden
paddles, and mail freight; leaving $3000
for food. Soils claims $3000 will not be
enough and asked, "Have you ever
seen those Crew guys eat?"
Both organizations are asking for
donations. They will take what ever
amount you can spare. Hardy said
"None of the money would be wasted.
And if by some miracle the trip finishes
under budget, the Crew can find some
way to spend the extra money in New
Orleans."

Steroid use discovered in UAH Food Services
by Parsleign-Sage Rosemarian-Thyme
cafeteria corrCspohdent
The steroid scandal has finally hit
UAH but athletics is not involved. Our
cafeteria correspondent has learned
that the University Center cafeteria has
resorted to pumping steroids into the
shrimp that are to be used for the new
boiled shrimp dinners.
"Plump 'n' tender" is how the ad
refers to the boiled shrimp dinners that
were to be served beginning St.
Patrick's Day. However, this reporter
has learned just how those shrimp were
to begin with. Workers spent
thousands of hours pumping steroids
into the petite shrimp to make them big

enough to be served. Even the baby feed their cattle, then why can't the at the October inauguration held at
shrimp weren't spared the agony of shrimp industry pump up their little UAH.
guys so they'll be plump and tender?
No one is talking about it on the
steroids.
An anonymous source told The After all, it really doesn't hurt the record, but it seems that the shrimp
Exponent how workers were forced to shrimp. They're just dumb seafood. cocktail were actually experimental
inject the sea creatures with the Besides, look at how lobsters are shrimp used to see if uny taste
cooked. Now that's barbaric!"
difference could be noted. This
steroids.
"Gosh, it was awful," he said. "You
Plans to serve the boiled shrimp have reporter contacted many attendees of
could just tell how painful it was for been shelved until the controversy dies the inauguration but the only
them. 'Course, it hurt the workers to down. That may be a while off, comments printable were various
have to do the dirty work for their however, since it was learned that some choking and gagging noises as they
of the pumped-up shrimp may have rushed to the nearest restroom.
bosses."
Another source, known as Cut been served — sort of as guinea pigs —
Throat, reportedly defended the
f Present this coupon to the professor of your choice and receive,
practice of pumping steroids into the
'
absolutely free*, a perfect grade — 4.o — in his or her class for this
shrimp.
|
term. Offer good only for Winter Term. 1989.
Throat said that if the beef industry
. *- Some professors may require a nominal douniMiment of S500.000.
can "beef up their beef by what they I Offer good only with partieipatini pr<>le>*»•"
ir.-, 1 li>.»
,„.i include sales lax Batienes not included
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Investigation underway to solve birdnapping
by Scoop Investigator
news reporter
There has been a birdnapping on
campus. This large, pink-feathered,
long-legged bird flew in from sunnier
climes to attend the coronation of King
Lewis 1 at UAH.
Arriving too late for the food, frolic,
and festivities, the pink bird went to the
fishpond in the Japanese Garden
between the Bevill Center and the
University Center. There he met the
goldfish who were present at the
reception held during the royal
inaugural.
The bird decided to spend
Thanksgiving dinner with his new found
fish friends.
The life of the fine feathered friend
! At left is the birdnapped pink bird.
(photo by Strolling Cameraperson)

has been so full of disappointments. He
had arrived too late for the investiture.
He arrived for Thanksgiving to find no
one to talk but some fish and one lonely
ghost that haunts Records and
Admissions. He was nevertheless
considering taking up permanent
residence on campus when he
disappeared.
He was birdnapped on Tuesday, Nov
29, 1988. He was last seen close to the
position where a strolling cameraperson snapped the Thanksgiving
picture shown at left.
Funding is being sought to offer a
reward for his return. Funding is also
being sought to make sure he does not
return. So far there has been no ransom
note that this reporter has been able to
determine. Nevertheless, it's hard to be
sure of this, since The Ragplonent's
only source of information has been the
goldfish, who have since disappeared.

Redneck enrollment skyrockets at UAH
by Yurn Zamples
Swedish Exchange Reporter
According to Merv Weiner, UAH
assistant admissions director, overall
redneck student enrollment rose by
over 126 percent during the fall quarter.
Weiner credits his "crack" staff for
recognizing that the redneck population
ratio at UAH was far below that of other
universities of comparable stature.
Actually Weiner's secretary, Erma
Mae Lougie, made the discovery quite
by accident. Last January, Mrs. Lougie
was reading the first edition of a
magazine cailed Redneck Digest which
her husband received free when he
purchased over $500 worth of goods
from Sam's Wholesale Club.
Erma relates, "Mr. Lougie was
ecstatic about the free subscription
because he just made his usual weekly
purchases of 25 pounds of beef jerky,
two limited edition Salvador Dali velvet
Elvis paintings, a various assortment of
Black & Decker hand tools, and 15
cases of Milwaukee's Best.
While skimming the pages of
Redneck Digest, Mrs. Lougie came

across a completed survey of
universities which asked for the ratio of
rednecks in each university.
Many educationally prestigious
institutions ranked much higher than
UAH. For instance, Harvard had a
redneck enrollment of 12.3 percent
while Boston U and Liberty Baptist
showed ratios of 10.1 percent and 13.6
percent respectively. After doing some
research, Mrs. Lougie found that the
UAH ratio was only .9 percent, which
was the lowest in the nation.
Mrs. Lougie's discovery was quite
timely because a week after she told her
boss about the ratios, Weiner received
a letter from the U.S. Justice
Department stating that UAH had one
year to "actively recruit and enroll"
more redneck students or "THE
DEPT." would file a discrimination suit
against UAH.
If UAH were to lose the suit, UAH
would be forced to merge with Drake
Technical College and the Alliance
Tractor-Trailor Training Center. The
merger would increase the UAH (or
UDRATT as it would then be called)
ratio to well above the national average

of 7.1 percent.
Hopefully, the suit will never be filed
because the UAH recruitment office is
actively seeking students of redneck
persausion.
In fact, over $60,000 in scholarships
were awarded during the 1988-89
school year to help worthy rednecks.
According to Wanda Whitetrash,
scholarship chairwoman, most of the
scholarships went to young, male,
"Bubba"-type individuals.
However, the committee felt that it
was important to include others as well.
Therefore, several four-year full-tuition
scholarships were given to the winners
in the women's division of the tobaccospitting contests at the Cullman and
Limestone County fairs.
Also, the committee believed
strongly that it should give older
Southerners a chance to prove
themselves. Therefore, the ROTA
Scholarship was created. Only
Rednecks Over the Traditional Age are
qualified for this award.
The first recipient of the ROTA
scholarship is Lester "Rain" Phillips.
Phillips is 52 years old and lives with his

wife, Bertha, on the outskirts of Boaz.
While double majoring in English
Literature and Latin, Lester will
continue to work part-time as assistant
manager of the "White Sheets R Us"
outlet store.
Mrs. Whitetrash remembers meeting
Lester when he came to the scholarship
interview. "He was wearing Worksteer,
steel-toed boots, Dickies green
workpants, a yellow CAT cap, and a
white, V-neck T-shirt that didn't quite
cover his protruding belly," she recalls.
This was impressive but Mrs.
Whitetrash really knew he should get
the ROTA scholarship when she
reached out to shake is hand and Lester
exclaimed proudly, "Pull my finger!"
"Ah, yes, We have a winner!" Mrs.
Whitetrash shouted.
Many students have already noticed
this mini-invasion of a new culture. One
of the easiest ways to spot a redneck on
campus is to look for either a 4-wheeldrive pick-up truck (with roll bars) or a
black Trans Am with a rag stuck where
the gas cap should be. Of course, the
following bumper sticker must be in
place: "Eat More Possum!"

Entire English Lit. class discovered to be dead
by N.E. Body
staff reporter
Yesterday, the Madison County
coroner's office discovered the bodies
of 23 UAH students in Room 362 of
Morton Hall. According to the medical
examiner, the students had been dead
for approximately two weeks.
The corpses were all students in the
EH 206-09, English Literature, class.
The Ragplonent was able to get an
exclusive interview with their
professor, Dr. John Staff.
Dr. Staff said that he never noticed
that his class was deceased.
"They did seem a bit quiet," Staff
claimed, "and I wondered why they
didn't get up and leave when class was
over. But I figured they all had another
class in the same room after mine."
According to the professor, he had

no clue that the class was dead.
"But I did notice that there were a lot
of flies in the room," said Staff.
The bodies were found after students
in adjoining classrooms complained
about the smell. The cause of death has
not been determined as of yet, but
authorities believe it had something to

Dr. John Staff never noticed
that his class was deceased.
do with the excessively high levels of
hot air in the room.
We've seen this sort of thing before
where Chaucer and Milton were
involved," stated Madison Deputy
Coroner, Dr. M. Balmer, "but the
condition is not found exclusively in
English Lit. We've had cases of the

same sort of thing happening in math,
science, and history classes also."
The university has no standing policy
concerning such tragedies, but
President Padrulo is expected to give a

speech to the entire student body in
memory of the late (i.e., dead) students.
The speech will be next Friday from 8
a.m. until 2 p.m.

NEWS FLASH
Just before going to press,The Ragplonent learned that the UAH
Board of Trustees has made its final decision concerning the housing
situation at UAH. By a unanimous vote, the Board firmly rejected
the traditional dormitories proposed by UAH President Lewis Padrulo
and opted for another solution. They decided that the current OnCampus Housing would be replaced by a new UAH Trailer Park.
The Trailer Park, which will accomodate all types of mobile homes and
annexes, will occupy the current On-Campus Housing site, and will spill
over to the open areas between the University Center, Library, Nursing
Buliding, and Science Building. If needed, the Frisbee golf course will also
be converted into part of the Trailer Park.
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"/ would never consider printing such a letter"
by Kim Glasgow
acting Ragplonent editor while Lou Grant is out of town
Here at The Ragplonent, we take our journalism very seriously. Our
reporters dig far and deep for the material they write, such as the article about
the entire English Lit class being discovered dead. You would have never seen
such a journalistic article in our sister paper The Exponent. We pride
ourselves on our integrity.
I often receive letters to the editor that I cannot print for a variety of reasons.
For example, some letters aren't signed, while others don't contain an address or
telephone number where the author can be reached. Other letters are simply
trash... like thefollowing one, which we would never consider printing because it
is libelous, unsigned, and contains no phone number and no address. We think
we know what militant organization on campus may have prompted it, but
obviously we cannot identify the group here. It wouldn't be right.
Dear Ms. Editor:
This is a gripe letter. I work in a organization on campus and I feel that some of
its "finer" points should be examined. So I am making this an open letter to the
president of the organization, but the letter is specifically about the vice
president of the organization. YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE, YOU DIRTY
ROTTEN SCUMBAG OF A VICE PRESIDENT!! IF I QUIT THIS POSITION,
YOU'LL HEAR FROM ME AGAIN AS LONG AS YOU LIVE!!
First off, why can't I have a larger desk like the rest of the higher-ranked
people in this group? There is no reason I shouldn't be given a larger desk since I
have been here as long as the rest of them, and I have a great deal of very
important materials that I need to put somewhere. So why can't I have a bigger
place to put my stuff??
Second, the vice president of our group acts like he personally owns the
organization's computer. He told me (not asked me) to get off the computer
because he needed to use it for "group business." Well, I was here first and there
is no reason that I should have to let him use this computer. So he asked me to
use the Computers in the computer room. Problem? Not really, except that he
could have done the same thing and the fact the L didn't have the proper
software. I think he is just using his higher-ranked position over me to make me
feel less superior.
Third, I was noticing in our latest newsletter that you have changed the
typeface from Bodoni Bold to Helenna Script. This new type, while it is a nice

one, does not look like a professional newsletter ought to look. The copy looks
fairly nice, but the headlines are just too fancy for a newsletter like ours. I realize
this was an "executive" decision made by people much higher ranked than me,
but maybe these executives could have discussed it at a meeting (after
consulting with the president, of course). This particularly disturbs me because
I have worked in this group for four months and I wasn't consulted about this
quite abrupt change.
As I am sure you know by now, I have had a keen interest in our organization's
newsletter. I feel a good newsletter reflects a good organization. However, the
vice president seems determined to prevent me from submitting any items for
publication. He keeps saying that HE is responsible for what goes into it, so 1
have to abide by HIS rules. When I submitted a really cute futuristic cartoon, he
refused to print it because he wanted his OWN article about domestic violence
to go in. Now I ask you, which do you think is more imporant — a dumb article
that just rehashes everything already said about men and women and violence,
or a truly creative piece of work about a future world?
I realize this is quite long, but I hope you're still with me. Mr. (name withheld),
please speak to the vice president about these items. If possible, please do so
without mentioning my name, because I'm sure he would consider it a personal
attack against him. It's not. I just want to see some JUSTICE done in this
organization.
Sincerely,
Name Withheld because we don't
print baseless allegations and
because he didn't give us his
name, address, or phone number
As you can see, this is a letter full of baseless allegations, and the author chose
not to give us the information we always ask for. Therefore, I would never
consider printing such a letter, and I would hope that no other paper would
consider it either. So the next time you write a letter to the editor and it's not
printed, ask yourself (but not aloud because people will carry you away to the
looney bin), "Did I sign my name... legibly? Did I leave a phone number where
the editor could call to verify the letter? Did I leave my address so the editor
could verify my letter in writing? Did I put baseless allegations that might border
on libel in my letter? Have I solicited rumors to print in my letter?" If so, YOU
could be the author of THIS letter, or you may know someone who did write it.

"Drive-Like-A-Bat-Outta-Hell-If-You-Want-To-Day
by Parker Moore
former temporary acting associate
editor
This is a serious subject but sometimes we have to
laugh at the serious matters of life in order to tolerate
the ridiculous and unsolvable. I would like to dedicate
this to the "lady" at the stop sign beside Morton Hall. I
am sure she was just being nice and trying to wave at
me but failed to put up all of her fingers. Anyway, this
silly assortment of sordid ramblings is dedicated to
her and all of those who feel that driving laws were
made for the other driver. This is to show what it
would be like if someone didn't drive defensively.
The day was bright and sunny, soft puffy clouds
drifted along. It was a peaceful day, but something was
amiss on Earth. The president of the United States
had proclaimed "Drive-Like-A-Bat-Outta-Hell-If-YouWant-To-Day." And, boy, everyone did.
Before I left my driveway, I sat on my seatbelt and
put on my stereo headphones. I inserted a tape of
Alabama and Lionel Richie singing "Deep River
Woman," turned up the volume as high as it would go,

and I headed out. I did a wheelie out of the driveway
without looking up or down the road. That didn't
matter because I had no intention of stopping for
anyone anyway.
I felt 65 mph would be an idealspeed for the narrow,
curvy road that I live on. When I got to the end of the

"I felt 65 mph would be an ideal
speed for the narrow, curvy road
that I live on."
and turned right. My new found road freedom was not
in jeopardy because no one was in sight.
Only a few cars pulled out in front of me. When they
did. I simply passed with a wave of my fist and a few
loud obscenities. I couldn't get too angry. My fellow
drivers were just practicing the president's one-day
proclamation.
Interstate 65 wasn't too bad. Since no one had to

worry about state troopers, everyone was cruising at
top speed, around 85 to 90. That was in the right, slow
lane. Lefties in the fast lane were only driving at 45 and
50. Of course, everyone speeded up when it began to
rain.
Highway 20 was something else. Traffic flow picked
up quite a bit and it was every man for himself. The
women were mixing it up pretty good, too, playing tag
with loaded dump trucks and tailgating. Sixty-five-plus
speeds gave thrills and chills a-plenty around curves,
over hills, and through construction sites. The best
times were spent that eventful day outrunning
ambulances and other emergency vehicles.
The biggest and best excitement came from
watching drivers switch lanes. Lessons in getting to
work on time can really be learned from these super
drivers. Just watch 'em sometime.
Speaking of watching, on this "drive-at-your-ownrisk day," no one looked beyond their hood ornament.
The most excitement and the best test of driving
skill came at intersections. All traffic lights were left
yellow since the Traffic Division decided that was the
color most drivers preferred driving through.

"...there exists a cave on campus...under the soccer fields.
by The Ragplonent staff
A modest proposal
In order to correct a perceived deficit
in the student housing situation at
UAH, the new president has proposed

Letter Policy
The Ragplonent has very high
standards for letters to the editor: we
will print anything.

that a traditional dormitory be built
adjacent to the University Center. This
proposal has created a good deal of
controversy on campus, in the
community, and in the Board of
Trustees.
In an effort to resolve this issue and to
help out our president, The
Ragplonent would like to make a
modest proposal. It is a well known fact
that there exists a cave on campus, and
it is located under the soccer fields.
The Ragplonent would like to

suggest that a feasibility study be building; who could presume to
undertaken to determine if this site is improve on Mother Nature's own
adequate for the location of a traditional rocks?
3. Money could be saved on interior
dormitory. The numerous benefits that
could addrue from this are almost too decorating and upkeep for interiors
obvious to mention; however, since one (reason: see above).
of the purposes of journalism is to
4. Money could be saved on a
restate the obvious, here is a partial list: cafeteria since mushrooms and other
1. Money could be saved on heating edible fungi could easily be grown
and cooling. Cave temperatures year- onsite. For protein, the river running
round average a comfortable 67 through could be stocked with cave fish
degrees.
(if there's no actual river, it's a fairly
2. Money could be saved on a continued way in the back somewhere
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"...another left-wing, Communist plot cleverly designed"
by C.A. Conspiracy
conservative columnist
Many people have spoken out
against the proposed student housing
to be built sometime in the future,
especially the Campus Conservatives.
Note that the Liberal elements on
campus have remained quiet during all
the furor, not wanting to draw attention
to themselves. Well, readers, guess
why? The Boston elements that have
seized power in the school have a
hidden agenda. This whole dormitory
scheme is a liberal, Communistinspired plot to take over the minds of
unsuspecting UAH students.
My secret sources reveal that the
liberal-communist forces at UAH plan
to play subliminal messages into the
rooms over loudspeakers. These
loudspeakers will be cleverly hidden
behind pictures of President John F.
Kennedy that will be in every room. The
messages will be incorporated into a
constant barrage of New Age music

No minds or bodies will be safe in
that will play night and day. This plan
represents a grave danger to these "Horror Houses of Liberalism."
Another aspect of the plan is the
Conservatives' control of thought on
campus. My sources have uncovered a recently-announced semester system.
partial list of messages that will invade Though President Padrulo called it a
the minds of our patriotic Conservative goodwill gesture to Alabama A&M, my
student body: "Cut Defense secret sources have revealed the real
Spending;" "Support Socialized reason. You see, the subliminal
Medicine;" "Vote Democratic;" and messages take several months to fully
" J i m m y C a r t e r W a s A G r e a t attach themselves to unconcious.
President." The list of chilling, leftist Under the current quarter system,
students might not stay in the dorm
sentiments goes on.
It gets worse, fellow students. The l o n g e n o u g h t o b e c o m e f u l l y
dorms will be staffed by furloughed indoctrinated. However, with the
m u r d e r e r s a n d r a p i s t s f r o m semester system, the school would
Massachusetts. Is it any wonder that have a much more time to turn students
the name rumored to be proposed for into fellow travelers. So there we have
the dorms is "The Michael Dukakis another left-wing, Communist plot
cleverly designed as a innocuous doCenter"?
Not only will students' minds be gooder program.
warped by subtle. Liberal propaganda,
Yes, Lenin lives on in the hearts of
their lives will be at risk from the the Liberals and they will stop at
b l e e d i n g - h e a r t l i b e r a l s ' a r m y o f nothing to undermine our patriotic,
unreformed criminals. Rumor has it God-fearing, always-Right, American
that Willie Horton himself will be the way of life. They have already taken
dorm security guard for the girls' floors. over once-great universities such as

Harvard, and Columbia — now they
are turning to us. Why UAH? Well, it is
a well known bastion of Conservative
thought. If they can win here, can the
whole western world be far behind? It
isn't a sudden thing either, the
infiltration has been slow and steady for
a number of years, especially among
the faculty. Have you ever noticed how
few professors start their classes with
the Pledge of Allegiance? Not very
many, and it isn't just coincidence,
folks. No, it is a cunning attack on all
that makes us great.
But you CAN help! Now that their
cover has been blown, the Liberals will
be on the run. NOW is the time to
demand equal subliminal message time
in the dorms! If they can beam liberal/
communist messages, then we should
demand to be able to broadcast
conservative/American messages. Call
President Padrulo and Comrade
Dukakis and let them know how you
feel — there isn't much time to save
ourselves.

CC

"[we] made it to the playoffs
Dear editor,

I would just like to take this
opportunity to let the UAH community
know what a great thing their university
has done for them. In particular, I would
like to use this as a chance to thank
Harold Wilson, Labor Party Chairman,
and Fu Li Cook for their help. Without
them, UAH would never have had the
chance to comDete in the international
intercollegiate intersport Tiddledywinks Championships.
UAH recently went to Cambridge,
MASS., where the Charger
Tiddledywinks Team made it to the
play-offs. Through their determined
spirit and expert abilities, the Chargers
placed second in the WORLD in the

competition, defeating such
powerhouses as the Iraq Bombers,
Moscow-on-the-Hudson Rivers,
London Broilers, and Asian Minors.
I would also like to take this time to
thank former acting UAH President
ROBOPRES and Tiddlywinks Team
advisor Weink Martendael. Thanks to
them, the UAH community can be
proud of their Chargers. Also, thanks
to these two great men for their
gratifying guidance. We understand
that they were tiddledywinks champs in
their own right when they competed in
their native Cambridge.

Sincerely,
Tydl D. Wynks

"plot to bend students' minds
To the Editor:
Liberals on the campus have long
been concerned about the right-wing
orientation of this university. We have
been silent as long as possible, but the
time has come to speak out. How many
of you have noticed the apparent fascist
takeover of the Campus Safety office? I
am speaking, of course, about the
removal of the Left Turn Only traffic
signs on campus. We have Right Turn
Only signs everywhere — it is even
painted on the pavement!!
Yes, these Right Turn Onlv siqns are
a subtle plot to bend students' minds
and turn them into Republicans ! The
intent is obvious to anyone with eyes.
The Administration is following the well
known axiom of the Right: "As the
steering wheel goes, so goes the
voter." It isn't enough that, for the past
eight years, we have been subjected to
fascist terror under the reign of Ronald
Reagan. Now the disease is spreading
to our own campus! Students must

unite and fight this!!
As a concerned student. I contacted
the Campus Safety office and forcefully
voiced my objections. Of course, those
in power denied any involvement in the
plot. Their cover story is that the signs
were removed by vandals — but
nobody really believes that! They gave
themselves away by their reaction
when I confronted them — they
laughed loudly and nervously trying to
cover the horror they felt at being
discovered.
We must not allow this to happen! A
picket line will form in front of the
building Monday morning under the
auspices of the newly-formed Left Turn
Society. The society is working to
protect our civil rights; specifically, the
right to turn left when and where we
want. Freedom of thought and motion
is at stake. We can't let the
Conservatives take that away from us.
Come and show your support!

Liberally Yours,
Ima Leftist

Well, isn't that special?"

by The Church Lady
for The Raglonent
Well, hello UAH! This is the Church
Lady. My topic today is Ed and Lorraine
Warren...ghost hunters, or Satan
worshipers? You decide.
Well, let's see. Ed and Lorraine go
around the country investigating"ghost
sightings, witchcraft, satanism,
hauntings and other .supernatural
phenomena," and then they come and
tell their ghost stories to college

students. Well, isn't that special?
Ed and Lorraine, we like ourselves,
don't we? We just go into people's
houses looking for ghosts and demons
and chase them out in Jesus' name. I
wonder who could make you do a thing
like that. Oh, let's see. Could it
be...Vincent Price? No, that's not it.
Maybe it's someone like...SATAN?
Anyway, I think I'm just a little bit
superior, so I'm going to do my superior
dance. Hit it, Pearl!
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Opus II makes it big on the NASCAR circuit
by Morgan Andretti
race car correspondent
After winning the NASCAR Winston
500 at Talladega, racing experts have
started to admit that there is a new
force in international racing, and it has
UAH written sill over it.
That's right, OPUS II. the latest
incarnation of that infamous flying
banana from the UAH HumanPowered Vehicle Program, has made
the move from mere intercollegiate and
private competition to the fast-paced
world of professional motorsports.
Since deciding to go professional
after Memorial Day 1988, the Opus
team, with driver Jeff "Slingshot"
Lindner, has won every Winston Cup
race they have entered, plus the 24
Hours of Daytona, the IHRA Spring
National, two F1 Grands Prix, the
Pike's Peak Hillclimb, the TNT Tractor
Pull and Monster Truck Smash, and
last Friday's feature at the Huntsville
Speedway.
" We seemed to be doing okay in the entered the 24 Hours of Daytona," said
IHPVA (International Human-Powered Dr. Mark "Big Daddy" Bower, faculty
Vehicle Association) events, but the adviser to the HPV program.
"In the last few hours at Daytona, Jeff
money was just not there. So, after
adding a rpllcage and fire extinguishers, became a little winded. We then
we decided to go for the big bucks and reminded him that the final grade was

based on how well the team finished in
the race, We also added that the
winners get to split a great big magnum
of champagne. There was no stopping
him after that. We went on to win,
setting a new distance record in the

process," said Bower.
Since the weather was so nice in
Florida, the Opus team hung around for
the Daytona 500 in early February.
According to Lindner, "For the most
part, I felt content to draft behind the
leaders for the first half of the race, but
then the team radioed and said that the
winners get to split a lot of free beer. At
that moment, I switched off the air
conditioning and decided to get this
thing over with. We, of course, ended
up in the winner's circle after
completely lapping the field."
Since then, it has been non-stop for
the Opus team. They have been
skipping around the world, winning
race after race in various types of
racing. They have even dominated drag
racing, setting a scorching 350 mph trap
speed for the quarter-mile.
"I would have had a lower elapsed time,
but I had not taken the baseball cards
out of the spokes," said Lindner.
The only two races the Opus team
does not plan to enter are the Baja 1000
and the Indianapolis 500.
"Though the money is pretty good
for both races, we really don't like
Mexican beer. As for Indy, the only
thing the winners get there is the
traditional bottle of milk," said Lindner.

WARNING: Do not read the phone book!
by Y.B. Normal
science correspondent

Many members of the scientific Prison in no way influenced the that he claims he never made had
community are skeptical of this finding; outcome of the tests. Mrs. Gore added, absolutely nothing to do with the
but Tipper Gore, director of The "The yellow pages are even worse than findings of the two studies.
( W a s h i n g t o n , D . C . ) — T h e Presidential Commission on Morality, the white pages. They are filled with
We here at The Ragplonent have
Presidential Commission on Science Obscenity, and Censorship of Things profanity — words such as 'gynecology' conducted our own independent study
and Other Brainy Junk That Nobody That People Shouldn't Be Listening To and 'lingerie'. Would you want your of the Huntsville telephone directory to
Really Understands (TPCSOBJTNRU) or Reading In The First Place child reading this?"
see if we could find any subliminal
released a report today that has sent (TPCMOCTTPSBLTRITFP), claims
Despite Mrs. Gore's views, there is messages hidden. Here are our results:
shock waves throughout the scientific that the problem is a real one.
still much doubt about the claims of
Taking the 72nd, 77th, 108th, 113th,
community.
"We have done many tests involving TPCSOBJTNRU and TPCMOCT and 117th letters in the Huntsville
According to Dan Quayle, President phone books," claims Mrs. Gore, "and TPSBLTRITFP among members of the phone book, the word "SATAN" is
B u s h ' s " s c i e n c e c z a r " a n d our research shows that subjects who scientific community. Many brilliant spelled.
spokesperson for TPCSOBJTNRU, a read through the white pages on a scientists claim that these two
Similarly, many other evil and/or
multi-billion dollar long-term study of regular basis show many of the same government organizations are being disgusting messages can be derived in
telephone directories has just been symptoms as do subjects who are u n d u l y i n f l u e n c e d b y p o l i t i c a l the same manner. Some of these deal
completed. The results of the study forced to watch nothing but 'Three's considerations.
with icky bodily functions, and others
were shocking. According to the Company' reruns for a week. In both
However, the President's Office Of even deal with politics and university
report, subliminal messages are being cases, the subjects demonstrate very Propoganda (POOP) denies that presidents. It is our suggestion to our
hidden within the text of the phone high levels of violent behavior."
politics had anything to do with the two readers to avoid using the phone book if
book which may produce effects similar
Mrs. Gore stated that the fact that reports. They further emphasize that at all possible to prevent having your
to brainwashing in anyone who casually these tests were conducted on Death the fact that President Bush has been mind rot out due to subliminal
reads through the white pages.
Row inmates in the Arizona State billed for several long-distance calls messages. Call information.

Dukakis donates dollars for dorms — delightfull
by Ired Homer
dorm correspondent
At a future press conference,
Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis is expected to announce his
plans to donate money to the proposed
dormitory on the UAH campus. It
seems that Dukakis was very
impressed with Huntsville when he
visited last summer, but he expressed
concerns that UAH lacked the
" t r a d i t i o n a l c o l l e g e life" of t h e
universities in his home state.
The dorm is expected to be built by

1990 and its name will be the Charger
Blue Stable House. The building will be
named for the horse-like mascot of
UAH and will be built with a wooden
cottage motif. The Stable House will
bed down 300 students; other features
will include a cafeteria, ultra-modern
laundry facilities, telephones in every
room, and an exercise area.
The new dorm is expected to be a
real boost to the landscape of UAH;
even so, many people are crying foul.
These people remind everyone to
beware of Greeks bearing gifts. They
fear that future UAH freshmen will be

required to pay for the building's
upkeep through a series of mandatory
fees, such as required on-campus living,
meal tickets, laundry tokens, and
phone credit cards.
When contacted by T h e
Ragplonent, Dukakis expressed
amazement that the UAH campus does
not have the traditional dorms.
Although he met with University
officials to help speed things along, he
encountered some difficulties
convincing the Board of Trustees to
accept his donation. According to
sources close to the situation, several

members of the board didn't see the
need for more student housing, let
alone dorms.
Dukakis is reported to have said, "I
feel like I'm trying to give you people —
with open arms — money for a muchneeded dormitory, yet you are making
me give with one arm tied behind my
back. I didn't realize I would be fighting
with the people I'm trying to help. The
real losers — if the Board of Trustees
doesn't accept my donation — are the
students. After all, that's why we're all
here."
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Traditional student discovered on UAH campus
by David Attenborough
finder of the stange and unusual
After months of research and weeks
of waiting, the National Geographic
Society has concluded its quest for
evidence of traditional students at
UAH. The discovery of a traditional
student has flown in the face of
convention, according to Dr. Dwayne
Garstka of the biology department.
"We have fossils dating back to the
Oligicene Era, but none supporting
evidence of Dormicus Habilitae or the
closely related Majorus Nondeclaricus.
With this exciting living example, we
have proof that the two species have
merged into one and that the traditional
student is not indigenous to UAH,
supporting the lack of fossil records,"
stated Garstka.
The traditional student, once found,
was tranquilized with spiked beer darts,
tagged, and a radio beacon placed
around its neck in order to track its
movements by satellite. While still
tranquilized, the traditional student was
netted and airlifted by Sikorsky Sky
Crane to the National Geographic Labs
at the Woods Hole Institute in

Massachusetts. At the lab, blood and
tissue samples were taken to study the
possibility of cloning of traditional
students for the populating of the
proposed new traditional dormitories at
UAH. Afterwards, the specimen was
crated, flown by Lear jet back to UAH
and parachuted back to the cafeteria
where it was first snared.
"The difficult part was actually
snaring the traditional student, not to
mention just finding one." said
expedition leader Marlin Perkins. "The
Range Rover would not fit into the
cafeteria where we knew the traditional
student often feeds. We set up a special
observation blind behind a facade of
students eating and studying. When we
saw a student wearing a fraternity
sweat shirt, using a meal ticket, and
talking about asking his father for
money, we knew we were on to
something."
"After tranquilization," continued
Perkins, "we checked his records, and
indeed, we had found a traditional
student. We were beginning to think
that UAH was a barren wasteland for
the TS. All the right information was
there: name — Les Nessman II; home

town — Terra Haute, Indiana; Class
Standing — junior; major — undecided;
employment status -- unemployed;
financial aid — parents only; GPA -2.1."

Also, he is unmarried, 20 years oid,
lives in campus housing, and takes all
his classes in the morning, according to
Perkins. He does not own a car and
often asks his parents for money.
During Christmas and the summer, he
migrates to Terra Haute via Delta and
works in a McDonald's.
In an interview, the traditional
student said his fraternity initiation
involved swallowing goldfish and
paddling; and if UAH had a football
team, he would attend the
accompanying bonfire pep rallies. It
also appears that he is the only human
being to kncJW the UAH fight song,
previously thought to have never
existed.
"With this rare specin len, we must be
very careful, to protect it," states
Perkins." To ensure that, we have
sprayed him with a special indelible blue
die for easy recognition. It would be a
tragedy to have the traditional student
population at UAH to go extinct before

it ever became established. If that
happened, there would be no one to
occupy the specially built traditional
dorms designed to enhance the
proliferation of traditional students at
UAH. Within several years, we expect a
prospering herd of TS at UAH.
especially if our cloning experiments go
well."
Also expected to increase the
traditional student population is the
new semester calendar system.
Traditional students seem to have a
genetic affinity towards schools with
semester systems and are naturally
attracted to them.
"If anything," said Perkins," they
appear to be the only ones who actually
like the idea of a semester system."
With the quest for traditional
students completed, the National
Geographic Society is now turning its
attention toward a more challenging
project: the search for literate
engineering students who write legibly,
speak intelligibly, and do not care about
money.

Ragplonent staff member charged with assault
A spokesman for Humanitarian
Hospital in Huntsville told The
Ragplonent late yesterday that the
UAH freshman who was wounded early
yesterday in the offices of The
Ragplonent is in good condition, and
that his wounds eye not as serious as he
led the paramedics to believe.
The freshman's name could not be

released because he is a minor.
However, he aqreed to tell his side of
the story to The Ragplonent.
Speaking from his semi-private room in
Humanitarian, he said, "I went into the
[Ragplonent] office to point out
something they had done wrong in last
week's issue. Hey, I was doing them a
favor. But their production manager,

Lana Lang, attacked me with an Exacto
knife."
As he choked back tears, he
continued, "I tried to keep her away,
but she was like a crazy woman,
screaming and biting. I ended up with 32
stab wounds and cuts, total, some of
them really serious." For some reason,
Humanitarian declined to comment

further on the exact location and nature
of the wounds.
Attorney Larry Mason, representing
Ragplonent production worker Lana
Lang, said, "My client has an excellent
defense — assumption of the risk. That
is, this freshman knew he was walking
into a dangerous situation. There were
signs on the door, weren't there?"

President Padulo to be replaced by a robot
responsible for ROBOPRES, soon and a five-hour work day.
"Just because Dr. Egghead built me
convinced them of the advantages of an
doesn't mean he can push me around,"
automated administrator.
"Although the initial investment of he said. "Robots deserve the same
The search for a new UAH president
$10
million to build a new president may rights as people, even if we aren't
has finally come to an end. UAH
scientists have built a new Dresidentia! seem expensive, ROBOPRES will pay human."
Egghead said there are still a few
robot which they call ROBOPRES for himself in just a few years," said
(Robotic Official Built Of Parts Egghead. "Not only will we not have to minor problems with ROBOPRES'
Restored from Electric Screwdrivers). pay him, but he can work around the artificial intelligence unit. The current
UAH president will retain his position
Although the Presidential Search clock."
ROBOPES, however, feels that this until find adjustments are made.
Committee was originally looking for a
But how does he feel about being
human to fill the position, Dr. Igor is discrimination against machines and
Egghead, the UAH science professor is demanding a salary of $200,000 a year replaced by a robot?
by Dan Rathernott
for The Ragplonent

"I think that UAH must move into the
future, and a robotic president will
certainly help us accomplish that. I
think it fits in perfectly with UAH's role
as a space-oriented university and
captures the imagination of the
students and the faculty both," he said.
After
ROBOPRES has been
pR-fected, Egghead has plans to begin
work on ROBOED (Robotic Observer
Of Editing Duties), a robot which will
replace Lou Grant as Ragplonent
editor.

Traditional dorms are a big success in Japan
by Ping Pong Ball
foreign correspondant
After 10 days in negotiations, UAH
President Dewey Panoodle and the
Japanese government came to an
agreement for a solution to the
Japanese problem of overpopulation.
"Noodles," as he is so affectionately
called, suggested to the government
that they create a traditional dormitory
to house its citizens. Each room in the
dormitory would house an entire family
of traditional citizens. Therefore a twostory dormitory with 25 rooms on each
floor could house 50 traditional families,

or approximately 1,500 people. Each
floor would have a common bathroom
with 20 shower units, 20 sinks, and 20
toilet units.
"We're basicly tryin' to do da same
thing, we did wit' Hispanics an'd'er cars
in Texas," said Noodles.
An additional bonus was thrown in by
Noodles. For the first year, he will
supply the dormitories with all of the
tissue needed to ensure the smooth
flowing of all bodily functions. Panoodle
later commented by saying, "I think we
struck a goid mine, course the addbone was a stroke of genies on my part.
But you bes' be sur, it ain't gone be no

sof stuff, like White cloud, purely
industrial-strength stuff."
Of course, all of the traditional
families from the traditional dormitory
would eat in a traditional cafeteria that
will be operated by traditional workers.
Construction for 50,000 new
dormitories will begin in July of 1990,
with an additional 200,000 to be
constructed the following summer.
Even though none of the residents will
be students, they will be charged tuition
and non-resident fees. "Shucks, they's
lucky they ain't haven to pay for late
fees," Panoodle later commented.
In exchange for his heading the

traditional dormitory project, Noodles
will receive majority stock in the
Behihana Food Company and, effective
in 1993, he will become emperor of
Japan for two years. Inside sources say
that Noodles has been offered an
immediate position as ruler of
Cambodia for a similar plan. When
approached about the deal, he simply
stated, "If dere is such a deal, I ain't
heard 'bout it. Heck, the ide'r o' bein' a
dikpoter, sur' souns sweet".
If proven effective, the Panoodle
Traditional-Dormitory plan may
become a worldwide housing plan.
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Elvis seen alive and well here in Huntsville
by Ima Fann
Elvis correspondent
It was not a Blue Christmas for
campus Elvis fans as several sightings of
the King of Rock 'n' Roll in Huntsville
since Christmas have led to an all-out
frenzy.
'It's just great!" said Angie, President
of UAH's Elvis Lives Club. "We have
documented six separate sightings on
campus alone, and near 40 sightings
city-wide. There were even a few
sightings in Hazel Green and
Ardmore."

"Yep, it was Elvis I seen," said Brenda
Sue. "It was the King standing there
renting a Nintendo at the video place
'round the corner. He was still the same
old fellow, too."
"I saw him right here on campus,"
said an unnamed English major. "He
almost ran me down while I was trying
to cross the road to Morton Hall. And
he was in a Jeep, of all -things."
"I saw him, too," said Eric, a science
major. "He was in the parking lot
outside the dorms last Tuesday night
peeking in car windows."
The King of Rock peering in cars?

"Yes," said Eric. "I'm sure it was him.
He was wearing a white jumpsuit and
sunglasses, but he still looked like he
used to."
"I served him!" exclaimed an ecstatic
UAH cafeteria worker. "He just got in
line with some students and asked for
turkey on rye and diet Pepsi. When I
told him we didn't have Pepsi products
todav. he iust winked at me."
"We believe he is alive and well,"said
Angie. "Our club is tracking him. He
seems to enjoy hanging out in Food
World's deli department, a J. Gregry,
and sometimes at USA gas station on

South Parkway. There is also reason to
believe that Elvis may be scouting out
UAH to take some classes. The
Department of Physical Education has
even admitted that someone who
sounds like Elvis has called them asking
about roller skating and modern dance
classes."
If the King of Rock 'n' Roll is indeed
here, UAH will certainly welcome and
embrace him as a freshman and as a
legend.

Stevens saves ten trapped students at UAH
by Mary Widow
elevator correspondent
Friday, Jan. 13th, UAH sophomore,
Elaine Stevens, became a heroine to 10
other UAH students by rescuing them
from an incapacitated elevator.
At precisely 12:08 p.m., 11 students
entered the left elevator in the Roberts
Hall building and began to descend to
the ground floor. Seconds later, the
elevator came to an abrupt halt
between the second and third floors,
rendering its passengers helpless.
At that same moment, four
Causasian males (presumably

Protestant), incited riots on each floor
of the building by shouting, "Quayle in
'96!" Later, it was learned that the four
men are members of a new-age rightwing activist group called "Just Enforce
Republican Kauses" or JERKs. The
four demonstrators were taken into
police custody after the riots subsided
some 15 minutes later.
Meanwhile, overcome with panic, the
elevator captives screamed for
assistance. But their desparate cries
were drowned out by the turmoil on
each floor. Luckily, Elaine Stevens
remained calm.
In a matter of minutes, Stevens had

created a stack of textbooks in the
center of the elevator , climbed up, and
burst through the roof of the elevator
cab. Adroitly, Stevens shimmied up to
the third floor and pried open the
elevator doors.
Witnessing the chaos of the third
floor, Stevens realized why their cries
had gone unanswered. She also
realized that her job was not over.
Instinctively, Stevens grabbed riotincitor Kip Whitmoore and knocked
him cold. Her actions earned cheers
from the crowd, and brought an end to
the riot on the third floor.
Without wasting time. Stevens found

a janitor, and the 10 other passengers
landed on ground level unharmed.
Stevens only comment was, "Aw, it was
nothing."
All 11 students reportedly arrived at
their next class on time.
The four JERK members were
unavailable for comment, but
speculators think the JERKs were
trying to convey a message. What that
message was is unclear. The JERKs go
on trial for "inciting a riot" and
"disturbing the peace" next month.

Ivy League makes changes

John

Louis

ASPEN & PADRULO

FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Concert Hall, VBCC
An evening of music and
way out ideas from the noted
space hippie and the wouldbe hip spaceman. Padrulo will
have a lecture titled "More
Than a Feeling (the superiority
of the band Boston over the
group Alabama). Aspen will
sing some of his greatest hits:
"Take Me Home CountTy
Roads", "Calypso", "They

Were Flying for Me", "It's My
Turn", "I Should Go", "Why
Can't They Send Me?", "I
Want to Go", and many
others.
Reserved seating: $15.00
all seats. Call Fastertix to
charge your tickets in twice
the amount of time. Don't
miss this experience of a
lifetime!

In a packed press conference today,
University of Mobile Homes President
Lewis Padrulo today announced that
UMH would be going to the semester
system in the fall of 1989.
When this system goes into effect,
certain changes will have to occur in
curricula here. For instance, students
in the middle of a mathematics series
will lose the credit they have earned for
the last two math courses they took and
will be required to repeat the same
material, to ensure uniformity.
Students will be taking five courses
per semester. It is possible to drop
down to four courses if a student has
two lab courses at once, but to drop,
the student must file a computer form in
triplicate and have it signed by his or her
professor, advisor, dean, and Mom.
The fall 1989 semester will start in the
second week of September, and will

break for Christmas. Students will
return the day after Jan. 1 for their
exams, which will be four hours long
each.
In explaining his reasons for
authorizing this change, Padrulo said,
"Being on the semester will bring us up
to date with the rest of the world. Now
no one will be able to distinguish UMH
from any other university, and that's
the way it should be."
In a related story, late this afternoon
the chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Harvard Univesity, along with
officials from Yale, MIT, Boston
Univeristy, Princeton, Bryn Mawr,
Colgate, Vassar, and Wellesley, stated
that these institutions, along with the
rest of the Ivies and the Seven Sisters,
would be going to the trimester system,
effective immediately.

Heavy metal symphony
orchestra to appear at UAH
by H. Rocker
features reporter
Musical Crap With Instruments, a
heavy metal symphony orchestra, will
appear in concert Friday, Feb. 29, at 6
a.m. in the Roberts Hall Recital Hall.
The program will include pieces by
composers such as Mozart, Bach and
Osborne, featuring Bach's Opus 13
with electric harpsichord and kazoo

and Mozart's Synthesizer Trio No. 2
1/2 op. 34 K. 550.
The guest soloist for the concert will
be nose flautist "Boom-Boom" Bach,
who will simultaneously play two flutes
while standing on her head and chewing
gum.
Tickets will cost $1 million and are
available in the office of the UAH
president.
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Guru claims Town Crier endangers ecosystem
by Kama Suta
guru adviser

unsatiated. I spoke with Dr. Snotford
recently, over a bunch of Cheez Whiz,
Possum Sardines, and fine imported
If you're the typical UAH saltines.
student/teacher/staff person, chances
RAG: Nice art up there. Your duties
are good you have a lot of unanswered do include running this museum, do
and seemingly unanswerable questions they not?
that you just don't know what to do
BBS: "Yes, of course. I'm glad you
with. "Why do I have to deal with flies in like it. Actually this is a slow month for
the middle of January?" for example. erotica and most of what you have seen
Or, "What will happen to us if it rains for is from my personal collection."
another 20 weekends straight?" You're
RAG: How many students do you
probably wondering how you'll ever think know this a museum of erotica?
find the answers to thesee petty, yet
BSS: "Only the dozen or so who visit.
annoying questions.
Hey, have you noticed the flies? It's so
Well, if you had the time you'd warm they think it's time to come out of
probably drop by the UAH Art the ground. The next time we have a
Museum and visit the cellar office of the good cold snap, they'll all die off and we
school's resident Guru, Dr. B.S. won't have many flies this summer.
Snotford, H.M., S.H.
That's the nice thing about the global
But then again, who are we kidding? warming trend: it makes winter mild
Nobody goes there. It's art, for crying and pleasant. Too bad it makes the
out loud. And the place is other three quarters of the year a living
inconveniently located, nearly 50 feet hell. Can't win them all, I guess."A look
from the University Center. That's of sadness crossed the good doctor's
much too far for anyone to walk on this normally serene face.
campus. Leave it to the reporters, you
RAG: Tell us, what will be the result
say, and others of such ilk.
of all this rain? Will Alabama slide off
Well, never let it be said that we of into the ocean, as some campus groups
The Ragplonent would hesitate to have suggested?
leave the student body's basest desires
BSS: "Not a chance. I personally

think it's the other way around: the
ocean is going to cover us up once the
melting of the polar icepacks really gets
underway. I estimate the beach will lie
right along Holmes Avenue, but it's
hard to tell exactly at this point. The
whold university could be forced to
relocate to Monte Sano Mountain."
RAG: How soon do you see this
happening?
BSS: "Right about the time the
semester system goes into effect. But
don't worry — the ASCE tells me they
plan to start work on a concrete ark
soon. They're building on the site of the
Soccer Pond, I believe."
RAG: That's pretty soon. What
makes you think all the predictions of
your fellow scientists could be so
wrong?
BSS: To be fair, there's no way
anyone could have predicted the
massive amounts of hot air released
into the atmosphere by debate over the
semester system, the "Town Crier,"
and so on. Padrulo should have been
more careful, with the entire Earth
biosphere hanging in the balance. He
may have literally caused the end of
UAJd as we know it, though not in a way
anyone had imagined."

RAG: That's pretty heavy. Tell us,
what other duties come with the
position of UAH's Guru-in-residence?
BSS: "Basically, I'm responsible for
the Univeristy's Karma. Since taking
this position last quarter I have nursed it
to health from its previous sickly
condition. It's doing quite well, and next
quarter I should be taking it for regular
walks' around campus."
RAG: That's impressive. Can we see
it?
BSS: "No it's resting. Just wait a
while. Where were we? Oh yes, my
duties. I'm also responsible for
observing on-campus phenomena such
as Holy Vortexes, the gaping sinkhole
forming in South Loop Road by campus
housing, and the formation of the UAH
Discordian Society."
RAG: There's a cabal on campus?
BSS: "Well, it's still in the conceptual
stage at the moment, but I have high
hopes. Anyone interested can reach me
care of The Ragplonent, if that's
okay."
RAG: Sure, We'll leave you to your
work now. Thanks for the food.
BSS: "Don't mention it. Fnord."

Padrulo admits that he %%°%7 %8764D9£
Editor's note: The following contains
all of the allegations and opinions
surrounding Dr. Lewis Padrulo's
presidential actions and decisions.
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If you would like your official
Ragplonent secret decoder ring,
please send 5000 Ovaltine labels, 1000
empty Jelly Baby boxes, and $500cash
to The Ragplonent, University Center
Room 579. Hurry! Offer ends Jan. 24,
1989.

Ragplonent picks the best and worst movies
by Sisbert and Ebkel
for The Ragplonent
It is my pleasure to bring to you, after
months of extensive research, The
Ragplonent's list of the all-time 10
best and 10 worst movies.
Before proceeding, I would like to
point out that the best movies as shown
here are the ones that hold up after
hundreds of repeated viewings, and the
worst are those that inspire potential
viewers to go to any lengths to avoid
ever having to see them again. Please

note also that these lists are the
conclusion solely of our own
painstaking research; the truth has not
been polluted with the opinions of the
ignorant public.
Tenth Best: "Death Hunt," starring
Lee Marvin and Charles Bronson. This
movie cannot be beaten when there are
six inches of snow on the ground
outside.
Ninth Best: any "Godzilla" flick.
Eighth Best: "The Song Remains the
Same"
Seventh Best: Pink Floyd: "The

Wall."
All-Time Best: "Smokey and the
Sixth Best: "The Rocky Horror Bandit," of course.
Picture Show," provided you see it with
The Ten Worst Movies of All Time
a good crowd.
need no explanation and are listed in
Fifth Best: "The Blues Brothers," order of increasing badness: 10: Any
Belushi and Ackyroyd at their peak.
Elvis Movie; 9: "Big Top Pee Wee;" 8:
Fourth Best: "Animal House," "Dr. Zhivago;" 7: "Rambo III;" 6:
National Lampoon's best.
"Cannonball Run II;" 5: "Smokey and
Third Best: "Heavy Metal," the high- the Bandit, part II;" 4: "Hellraiser;" 3:
water mark of movie animation.
"Dune;" 2: "Flowers in the Attic;" AllSecond Best: "Where the Buffalo Time Absolute Worst: "Brazil."
Roam," the epic based on the twisted
legend of Hunter S. Thompson, an
example to us all.
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Report on the progress of the calendar revision debates
by lan Trepid
calendar correspondent
From its secret padded perch high
atop majestic Monte Sano, the 28th
annual UAH Calendar Committee
regretfully reports another stalemate in
its ongoing quest for perfection.
Its exalted chairman, a typical
product of the Merit Pay System, who
actually taught a course some years
back, described the latest stumblingblock.
"The blue-ribbon subcommittee on
trimesters was compelled to report
against that system, having found its
three terms to be absolutely equal, and
with equality having been discredited in

recent years, judged that its impact
would be counterproductive," he said.
According to the chairman, a
unimester system, with one term of 10
months, put forward eloquently by the
pro-procrastination forces, was
narrowly beaten back only because
they had failed to buy a calendar for use
as a visual aid in explaining their
system. Incidently, they had yet to
decide which 10 months to use.
An historical study disclosed several
matters of interest to calendar buffs. An
effort was made some years ago to
substitute an almanac system for the
calendar system, based on learning
curves, testosterone levels, and phases
of the moon.

Another hare-brained scheme, which
was wisely defeated in the Faculty
Senate, proposed a calendar of four
equal quarters, giving faculty the option
of teaching in the terms of their choice.
It was rejected when it was discovered
that the summer would become a
genuine term, taught by faculty who
chose to be there, rather than simply
those with heavy mortgages.
History also tells us that the quarter
system previous to the one currently in
use, featuring a winter term beginning
early in December, with a two-week
holiday at Christmas, was abandoned
because neither faculty nor students
could remember for two weeks what
they had been doing. It has been

suggested that an effective remedy
would be tor a high-ranking UAH
official to simply reschedule Christmas
and New Years to an appropriate date
in February.
It was noted that it is a long-standing
tradition for every new arrival at UAH
to advocate the change to a semester
system, like the one they just left.
As the setting sun sinks slowly over
the bowed but unbroken heads of these
heroic educators, the language of the
newest proposal can be heard above
the snores. It is an imaginative system
of 10 month terms, designed to dovetail
nicely with every calendar system on
Earth.

"advantages to developing the caves for student housing"
continued from somewhere else
simple matter to drain the existing
ponds or divert them to the site.)
5. Money could also be saved on
plumbing facilities (see number 4: river
could provide).
6. Money could be saved on all of the
engineering labs since design of the
facility could be turned over to
students. Also, students could get the
hardware and hands-on experience
they've been asking for.
7. The site is very convenient to
Spragins Hall, so attendance at all
sporting events could be made
mandatory.

8. The site could be provided with
instantaneous lock-down to provide for
instances of unrest and disobedience,
not to mention wanton females seeking
male companionship.
9. A joint program could be
developed with A&M in the
development and marketing of fungi.
This would square with their
Agribusiness function. (If certain types
of mushrooms were grown, it could also
square with their propsed
pharmaceutical and our medical
missions).
10. Of miYior importance,
underground tunnels could connect all

Top 30 Songs

•••••••••••••••••••••a**********

1.My Perrogative — Louis Padulo
2. Don't Worry, Be Happy — Lynn Russell
3. Brand New Funk — Charger Locker Room
4. Wild World — Admissions & Records
5. Smoothe Criminal — Steve Bruce
6. Superwoman — Jeanne Fisher
7. The Way You Love Me — Roy Meeks & Millie Anglin |
8. Two Hearts — Marbury & Padulo
9. Put A Little Love In Your Heart — Student Body
10. Surrender to Me — Chief "Bud" Nayman
11. Straight up — SEDS
12. Wild Thing — All the Greeks
13. Waiting For A Star To Fall — Physics Department
14.Killing Me Softly — Gary Biller
15. I Wanna Have Some Fun — Janice Dam
16. It's My Pardy — Louis Padulo
17. Parents Just Don't Understand — UAH Preschool
18. The Lover in Me — Allen Spitz
19. Giving You The Best That I've Got — John Ortiz
20. A Little Respect — The Secretaries
21. Little Liar — Gee, we really couldn't think of anyone
22. Look Away — Exponent reporters
23. Baby, I Love Your Way — UAH Preschool
24. She Won't Talk To Me — Leatha Bennett
25. Make It Last Forever — Paul Brand
26. Ever Rose Has Its Thorn — Kathryn Padulo
27. Don't Rush Me — Reproduction Services
28. In Your Room — Records
29. Welcome to the Jungle — UAH Lancers
30.1t's Money That Matters — John Smith, Randy Powell,
James Gibson, Andy Weaver,
Gene Garrett

of the buildings on campus. With the
eventual incorporation of a rapidtransit system, students could be
whisked to any place in campus where
they were in short supply.
11. With this system, students could
be forbidden to have cars on campus.
This would eliminate the need for
adequate parking or time between
classes.
12. Student noise could be contained
except when they were allowed aboveground for class or special events.
13. Students themselves could be
contained except for the exceptions
noted in number 12.

With all of these and other
advantages to developing the caves for
student housing, it is a surprise to The
Ragplonent staff that someone else
has not made this suggestion.
It is not known how much such a
project would cost. But in terms of
safety and convenience and the
containment of students, the project
would appear to be so beneficial to the
UAH administration that we expect to
hear an announcement of bids being let
soon.

Psychic sees future of UAH
by Karla Karma
psychic soothsayer
The outlook will be sunny for UAH
this year. But the crystal ball shows
some possible changes coming up.
First, I see a bright future for the SGA
as an elderly millionaire buys them a
Lear jet after confusing them with the
government of the United Arab
Emirates (UAE).
Research Park will suddenly pull all
Research and Development contracts
from NASA and the defense
department. These contracts will then
be converted into agricultural
department contracts. UAH will adjust
accordingly and all engineering
graduates will earn either a bachelor of
science in vegetable engineering
(BSVE) or a bachelor of science in
animal engineering (BSAE). Those
desiring a BSVE or BSAE will take
classes in crop dusting, boll weevil
eradication, prune making, grape
picking, and cow grazing on Bermuda
grass.
Three English and three history
professors from UAH will form a group

that buys Florida lottery chances and
they will win a $42 million jackpot. The
professors' group will then use the
money as leverage to force officials to
allow liberal arts students to go to
classes without wearing veils and to
delete the rule of Liberal Arts students
walking three steps behind engineering
students.
A well known and well loved physics
professor who skydives will announce
to everyone that he is retiring from
skydiving and will devote his spare time
to teaching elementary school students
about solar flares and other
misunderstood stellar phenomena,
(start them early!)
Two math professors will be
imprisoned after a fight at a bar over
who flunked the most liberal arts
students.
And two UAH art students will be
expelled from college after allegedly
mugging a computer science major,
holding him at knifepoint, and
demanding to know what GOSUB and
ASCII were and how they could use
those two secret cool words effectively.
fhe crystal ball is now cloudv

Did YouKnow?

There are over 400,000 people named 'Earl' in Alabama.

• TheAlabamaR^linion*

"It's money that matters," says disgruntled official

Hu™P9ay.
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Charger concrete canoe joins ranks of professionals
by Con Creight
canoe correspondent
(Indiana) — UAH officials
announced today that its ASCE
Concrete Canoe members had
accepted an offer for the canoe to go
professional, joining the rising ranks of
collegiate defectors.
"It is with deep regret that I tell you
we must accept this offer," said N. Jen
Eyr, head of the canoe team. "Even
though we received a $10,000 EPA
grant, the Charger Crew Team is using
most of that just to update their ancient
equipment."
Not only will the concrete canoe
team receive sponsorship from various
nationally known companies, but this
sponsorship will provide them with
newer, more corporate-looking design.
According to one member of the
UAH team, a number of companies
were interested in sponsoring their
canoe. For example, he said, Beach

Knutt chewing tobacco and John
Deare farm equipment wanted to get
their logos on the canoe before anyone
else.
In addition to an updated look to the
canoe, another big change has been the
switch from oars to a 150 HP boat
motor and a smaller trolling motor. Said
one UAH team member, "We wanted
to see that baby FLY, and that's really
where the money's at."
As for the trolling motor, other
sponsors told the UAH canoe team
about treacherous "slow zones." These
are penalty-situation areas in races in
which the boat must be able to slow
down at a moment's notice. Also, the
"slow zones" are often several miles
long, hence the need for a trolling
motor.
One controversial issue surrounding
the Charger Concrete Canoe Team
going professional is that UAH is losing
yet another collegiate powerhouse.
Recently, it was announced that Opus,

Pictured here is the maiden voyage of the Charger concrete canoe at the Indiana Canoe Race.
(photo by Paul Kemiel Photographies)

the human-powered vehicle, had gone
professional and was doing quite well at
last check.
A disgruntled, high-ranking UAH
official spoke to us after we promised
him anonymity.

"It's money that matters," he said.
"It's getting, like, too much. I mean, it's
totally every man for himself now, man.
Like, what next? Will our, ya know,
Charger Tiddledywinks Team be
next?"

New water sport is sweeping the nation
by Fulusa Swann
sports reporter
Attention all you semi-sports fans:
the athletic event you have all been
waiting for has finally arrived.
Yes, UNDERWATER JUGGLING
is now a collegiate-level sport at UAH.
Having always been popular out West,
UWJ (underwaterjuggling) is making its
way down South, and UAH, always the
pioneer in untraditional sports,is as
good a place as any for UWJ to start.
Head coach PeeWee Herman
agreed.
"Gee, when I found out that UAH
needed a juggling coach, I jumped at the
chance. I used to coach at a small
college deep in the heart of Texas, but
moving to Alabama was a really swell
idea," he said.
Herman has had years of experience
with the sport. He was one of the
pioneers of UWJ in San Diego, Calif.,
where the sport originated several
years ago.
It is the hope of the athletic director
at UAH that having a big name
filmmaker will bring some prestige to
the program — even if he does park his

tricycle in front of Spragins Hall every
morning.
Of course, Herman has already
attracted several fine recruits to UAH:
Movie star and former Mr. America
Arnold Schwarzneggar has enrolled at
UAH to participate in UWJ, while
pursuing a degree in nursing.
"Making movies are okay," he said,
"but vat I vanted vas a real challenge,
ond zat's vat undervater juggling is."
"Swartz" has turned out to be quitea
skillful member of the team. Herman
remarked, "I knew he'd be great 'cause
he's the type that would spend hours
and hours doing the same boring thing
to be good at it. Arnold apparently also
has a remarkable lung capacity,
enabling him to hold his breath for very
long periods of time."
Unlike juggling on dry land, UWJ
requires objects to be juggled that won't
float. Bars of soap have been accepted
by the NCAA and are currently used in
nationwide competitions. Ivory soap, of
course, was banned.
The object in each division is simply
to get in as many tosses as you can
without dropping the soap or having it

WANTED

Help wanted

Wanted: Charlton Heston
lookalike with working B-52
bomber. Bring nine 10-gallon cans
of Hershey's chocolate syrup. I'll
bring the suntan lotion and my
Exxon aviation fuel credit card. Send
pic to this box. Please, no crazies.

Attached female, wealthy and
eccentric, seeks a sweet young thing
(male) for romance and possible
concubineship. Apply to manager at
Tiger Tail's Go-Go. Leave photo and I
will contact you after my husband
leaves for Europe.

WANTED
Young, energetic female,
preferably relative of Miss Bunnie
JoAnn Tyler (50FF), who wants to
enter meaningful relationship on
weekends. Must like to travel and
must have no aversion to Dew Drop
Inns of America.
Send photo with vital statistics to
the B. Bungalow Club, south of Arab,
east of Boaz, west of Gardendale.

Personals

Short, flightless waterfowl: enjoys
herring entrails and Gilligan's Island
reruns, ex-vice presidential
candidate (not Dan Quayle); is
heavy metal tuba player. Seeks
Diane Sawyer for a long-term
serious relationship of the Ward and
june Cleaver variety. Any serious
inquiries, call 555-OPUS.

and originality are also considered by
the three judges who watch the event
from a window on the side of the pool,
beneath the surface (this viewing area
has recently been added in the pool at
Spragins Hall).
Needless to say, • hand — eye
coordinaiton and skill are a must in this
sport. That's why hockey goalie Doug
Brown has decided to participate in
juggling during the off-season of
hockey.
"I .figured, how much tougher could
throwing around a few slippery bars of
soap be than catching those pucks
flying at me at 90 miles an hour," Brown
said.
How much tougher indeed! Brian
Harris found out when he decided to
trade in his basketball for a couple of
soap balls.
"Wow, like, this juggling bit is really
cool," Harris remarked. "Being down
under the water for so long is like a real
trip. The sounds you hear are totally
bogus, man!"
Coach Herman is bringing some
totally original ideas to this old sport.
"We've experimented with different

WANTED
Wanted: One person with cycling
experience for short jaunt. Long
hours, lots of hills, no pay, lots of fun.
Must enjoy grovelling and being ,
around a lot of people who smell
bad. No aversion to the color yellow
or tight spaces. Must not be allergic
to spandex or lycra. Call 555-OPUS
ext. I-A.

shaped like little fishies, soap-on-arope, that sort of thing," he said. "The
bd^t seem to be those little soap balls
like your grandmother gives you every
Christmas and you put in a little glass
jar on the top of your toilet bowl. Those
kind work the best!"
Athletic trainer Debbie Lee has also
been working with Herman.on these
new ideas, and she said, "Well I don't
know 'bout the soap-on-a-rope just yet,
but liquid soap is definitely out of the
question."
So, juggling enthusiasts, don't miss a
second of the action. The Chargers will
travel to sunny Malibu beach in March
for their first meet this year. Herman is
a little concerned about his team's
readiness for this event.
"In Malibu, the competition will be
held right out in the big, blue ocean,"
said Herman. "I hope the guys aren't
affected by the salt water. It will
probably sting a little bit at first, not to
mention the huge waves which will
throw their timing off."
Herman plans to alter conditions at
the Spragins' pool to suit his needs.
"I think the salt trucks are arriving

Ragplonent editor wanted: need
to have editing experience for jaunt
into Hell. Long hours, lots of hills,
incredibly little pay, even less fun.
Must enjoy being around a lot of
people you don't like and who
share the same feeling.
Must not have aversion to color
yellow (as in journalism) and must
not be allergic to non-photo blue
felt-tip pens. Send replies to
University Center, Room 579, or call
BR549.

Seeking
Desperately seeking author(s) of
"Huntsville Town Crier" for chat
with highest ranking (and pretty
ranked out) UAH official. Send all
replies to Madison Hall 118.

Single, hairy male with gold chain
fetish seeks hopelessly innocent
sweet young thang (female) for
sleazy, meaningless one-night
stand. Submit picture. 555-SCUM.
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University Center to display works by Jack King
by Jane M. Dudley
features editor
Some of the works of sculptor Jack
King will be on display in the Exhibit
Hall of the University Center through
Feb. 17. King, who holds an M.F.A.
from the University of Georgia —
Athens, is now associate professor of
fine arts at Augusta College in
Augusta, Georgia.
King prefers to work in clay and in
bronze. In his "Artist's Statement,"
King said that his sculptures show a
"moment of balance" between "an
intentional feeling of action or
unrestrained freedom at the moment it

is coming under (or being released
from) the influence of order or control."
With this in mind, the viewer can enjoy
the sculptures much more than with a
"cold" viewing.
One striking piece is "Icarian Wing,"
made of cast bronze, with a heavy
green patina. The title refers to the
Greek myth of Icarus, who fashioned
wings of wax and feathers but flew too
close to the sun so that the wings
melted and he fell to the sea. The King
sculpture suggests feathers, but seems
to melt down to just two spars at the
base.
"Voyager" is another bronze piece,
but this is mostly polished, with one

Over 30 students attend
Over 30 students attended the Circle
K International (CKI) biannual open
meeting.
"We're really happy with the big
turnout," said CKI Vice President Beth
Gonsewski. "We had students from the
University of Alabama, the University
of North Alabama, Jacksonville State,
and Calhoun Community College CKI
clubs, as well as several prospective
members from UAH."
Prospective members attending the
meeting included Tammy Wieck,
David Wisener, Glen Yates, Tania
Frias, Kim Le, and graduate students
Jang-Tai Lin and Maruf Rahman.
'We'd
»» c u nivc
like i,u
to thank
maim all
an these
mese students
SLUuenib

"Taco Night" warms up the 1989
Winter Film Series on Wednesday, Feb.
1, with a combination of hot food and
films. Starting at 7:30 p.m., a taco bar
will be open in the University Center
Exhibit Hall with all-you-can-fix tacos.
At 8 p.m., "Bull Durham" will be the
featured film.
"Bull Durham" is last year's big
comedy about minor-league baseball.
The film stars Susan Sarandon and
Kevin Costner ("No Way Out," "The
JntouchablesQ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

for coming, and invite them to attend
our regular meetings and service
projects," said Gonsewski.
TTie CKI governor of the Alabama
District, Matt Brown, as well as the
lieutenant governor of the Valley
Division, Bayne Hughes, talked to
interested students about CKI during
the meeting.
"I want to congratulate the CKI club
at UAH for doing such a great job,"
said Brown.
Since the reactivation of theclub last
February, CKI has grown to include 30
members with several prospective
members yet to be accepted into the
club.
wuu.

The box office opens at 7:30 p.m. with
free tickets for the first 50 through the
door. Otherwise, tickets are $2 for
students and $3 for the general public
and are available starting Jan. 27 at
the UC Information Desk.
Starting Feb. 14, according to Film
Series Director Davis Goolsby, the
Film Series will present movies during
lunch every Tuesday and Thursday.
Also, the Film Series will present
movies on the first and third
Wednesday of the month starting Feb.
1 with "Bull Durham."

Charity penny drop
The Theta Pi chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity challenges all other
fraternities and sororities to a charity
penny drop.
The rules are simple. One penny is
equal to one vote and any other
denomination up to $20 is equal to
minus the number of pennies in the
denomination (i.e. one quarter
equals minus 25 votes). The results of
jJje^enn^Miroi^wiin^

"Spirit trap: William Carlos Williams."
A non-artist would not know that the
texture of the same kind of porcelain
could vary so much in one piece.
"Star Catcher" is a mixed-media
piece of wood, plastic, aluminum, and
tar. This is surely a piece for those who
profess not to like "modern art," in
contrast to "Miss the Beat If You Close
Your Eyes" and "Pillow Bottle," which
may be for acquired tastes.
Those and other pieces by Jack King
are well worth viewing. Take time
before Feb. 17 to see them in the
University Center's Gallery.

CKI biannual open meeting

«***University Center features 'Taco Night'*****
by Morgan Andriulli
features reporter

part textured almost like rough-cut
wood. With the title, the piece may
have been inspired by the Voyager
spacecraft.
Among the porcelain pieces is "Spirit
Trap: Joshua's Neoclassic Column."
The column is made of a white
porcelain which does not have a
conventional heavy glaze, but rather a
light blue wash or tint. Two small
snakes are wrapped around the top and
bottom rims, with one climbing up.
From the top of the soft-looking
column, dry stalks of bamboo shoot up,
making that balance King mentions.
The balance seems to be in the
porcelain itself in another piece,

Feb. 1 issue of The Exponent. The
winner will choose the recipient
charity, which can be any recognized
non-profit organizaiton — for example,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters or Progress
Place. The competition begins
Wednesday, Jan. 25 and ends Tuesday
Jan. 31. This is your chance to find out
which Greek is the most popular on
campus! Good Luck!!

CKI will be accepting members
through April. Students need only
show interest and a commitment to
service in order to join. Regular
meetings are held every Tuesday at

8:16 p.m. in the U.C., Room 131. All
undergraduate and graduate students
are invited to attend. For more
information, contact Beth Gonsewski
at 895-6645.

Classical guitarist to
play at Roberts Hall
by Mary Wallace
features reporter
Charles Duncan, classical guitarist,
will present a solo concert in the
Roberts Hall Recital Hall on Saturday,
Jan. 28, at 8 p.m.
Admission is free for UAH faculty,
staff and students. Tickets are $7 in
advance and $8 at the door for the
general public. Tickets are available at
the Fret Shop, located on Pratt Avenue,
and at the University Center

Information Desk.
Duncan has studied guitar
extensively, including a scholarship to
the Segovia Master Class in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain. His talents
include flamenco and jazz as well as
classical guitar. But Duncan is also a
teacher and author of the book, "The
Art of Classical Guitar Playing,"
which is an advanced-level text for
colleges and conservatories.
Free babysitting will be provided for
Saturday night's performance.

DOVE
Christian Music and Books
BUY % AND GET 1 FREE
j ALL TAPES - ALL THE TIME!
Contemporary, Praise,
Southern Gospel, and Childrens
Dove Music & Books, Inc.
The Gallery Shopping Center
4925 University Drive
Suite 118 (near The Shoe Carnival)
Phone: 830-2181
Hours: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Mon. - Sat.
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'Dirty Rotten Scoundrels' is worth the money
by Lawrence F. Specker
features reporter

step in the right direction (and I think
it was), then "Scoundrels" is surely
another giant step towards critical
While "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" respectability for him.
can't be classified as a blockbuster by
If Martin keeps up the good work, he
any stretch of the imagination, its could become a role model for a whole
general success has been impressive, new generation of comics trying to
especially for a movie starring Steve develop real acting skills, such
Martin.
as Martin Short, who did a good job
Martin has come a long way from the with "Inner Space," but who may be
days when his "acting" was no slipping with "Three Fugitives."
different from his stand-up comedy
However, it is not only Steve Martin
(in other words, sure-fire method of bad who makes "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels"
acting). What works well on a as enjoyable as it is. Equal credit goes
"Saturday Night Live" skit might not to co-star Michael Caine and Glenne
be so effective in a feature film.
Headley as well. Three talented actors
Martin must really be pleased with turning out good performances from a
the critical and financial success of very smooth, well-written screenplay
"Scoundrels." If "Plains, Trains, and
would seem to equal a sure recipe for
Automobiles" was a first, hilarious success, and in this case it seems to

have worked.
more funny than the last, that is
The premise of "Scoundrels" is reminiscent of "The Sting" in
simple: two men who make their living complexity and quality. The outcome
by tricking wealthy women out of food of the contest is constantly in doubt, as
and money decide the town isn't big the advantage switches from one rat to
enough for both of them. They reach an the other, and every new reversal
agreement: they will hold a contest to comes as a complete surprise to the
see who the dirtiest rotten scoundrel is, audience.
You won't know which of these
and the loser will leave the ripe little
coastal town, never to return.
jackals comes out on top until the dust
The goal of the contest is quickly has cleared, I assure you. That's a
established: the first man to swindle pleasant change from the foregone
visiting American soap queen Janet conclusions of most new comedies.
Colgate out of $50,000 will be the "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" is definitely
winner. Both men waste no time in worth the money, and I recommend it
attacking the task with all the guile to everyone. But if you do plan to see it
they can muster.
you'd better hurry — it has been
showing for a while and may not be
What follows is a hilarious
succession of double-crosses and triple- around much longer.
crosses, each one more incredible and

Chemistry Club to sponsor lecture by Nagyvary
"By the sheer beauty of its vibrant
sound, the voice of the violin can be
intimate and enchanting like no other
musical instrument." This is especially
true of the famous Stradivarius violins.

But what exactly sets these violins
apart?
Dr. Joseph Nagyvary, biochemist at
Texas A&M University, believes he is
on the path that leads to this discovery.
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University Center
presents

The Chemistry Club will be
sponsoring a lecture by Nagyvary on
"The Chemistry of the Stradivarius."
This lecture will be presented
Thursday, Jan. 26, in the Recital Hall
of Roberts Hall. The lecture will begin
at 8:15 p.m. and will be followed by a
reception.
For years, he has done intensive

research into the complete makeup of
the Stradivarius combining both the
art and the chemistry of the violin.
Nagyvary's research includes study
into the construction of the violin, the
type of wood used, the curing of the
wood, and the type of varnish used to
finish the violin.

Vally Chamber Players
give enjoyable concert
by Schuyler Sargent Sampson II
for The Exponent
Friday, Jan. 6, the UAH music
department presented the Valley
Chamber Players. This is a group of
five local wind players: Evelyn
Loehrlein, flute; Georgia WhiteEpperson, oboe; Newell Huthinson,
clarinet; Sorrie Nutt, horn; and
Rhonda Caldwell, bassoon.
The program was a 20th century
sampler. The opening work, "Trois
Pieces Breves" by Jacques Ibert, was a
good choice as a curtain-raiser. The
title indicates that the pieces may be
performed separately, but the fast —
slow — fast format and the stylistic

consistency produces the effect of a
compact sonata.
The program continued with
"Pastoral" by Vincent Persichette.
This is a piece that is in no way a
musical groundbreaker, but of great
charm and skill.
After the intermission, the program
continued with Hindemith's "Kleine
Kammermusik fur funf Blaser" (A
Little Chamber Music for Five Wind
Instruments).
The playing and ensemble were
generally very good. There were a very
few bouts of initial nerves, but the
players settled down very quickly and
provided the enthusiastic audience
with an enjoyable evening.

Be selective about
your electives.

Bob Garner
comedian and magician
January 27, 1989
7:00 p.m.
UC Cafeteria

Don't wait'til after
college to discover what
would have been the most
useful elective courses. Nbu're
looking at one now Air Force ROTC
builds confidence, builds ability builds
a future. Choose the elective thafll
put you on top, today and tomorrow
CAPT HAUK
826-4355

Free popcorn and soft drinks!
Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Padulo speaks about electrical engineering at UAH
by Marian Delaney Sampson
news reporter

Dr. Louis Padulo, president of UAH,
spoke to the IEEE Jan. 18. His
announced topic, "The Semester

science than Americans do. "Thank
goodness they do."
"If someone's better than we are in
science, how do they stay that way?"
Padulo asked.
Padulo stated, "(United States] kids

President Padulo speaking to the IEEE.

System," was changed to his
experiences in electrical engineering
and the UAH electrical engineering
program.
Padulo told the audience that it was
a group "preparing for careers as
real engineers, real innovators, and
real managers." He said that he was a
student member and faculty adviser of
IEEE.
"I started a chapter at Stanford with
other Universities in the Bay area.
Some of my best friends did the same
things at other California campuses,"
he said.
According to Padulo, engineering is
the largest profession. "Electrical
[engineers] are the largest number of
us. We totally dominate the education
societies by our sheer numbers."Today
engineering has about one million
people working in the field, according
to Padulo.
Padulo contends "Women weren't
allowed in engineering 25 years ago."
Padulo then asked, "Is anybody
better than the United States in
science?" When no one responded, he
assured them, "This is all off the
record. The Exponent won't print
that you're unpatriotic." He added,
"Many people think that others are
better off in science." According to
Padulo, the Japanese apply for more
patents in the United States and
publish more in U.S. journals of

Photo by Ricky Howard

rank eleventh in chemistry, thirteenth
in biology, and ninth in physics. Show
me someone who does not like physics
and calculus, and he cannot pass
electrical engineering."
"Our top five
percent of math
students are only as good as the
average Japanese student. That's
scary." He then added. "Everybody
almost is better than us in measures of
what our high school kids know."
Padulo asked, "What about college?
We've been dropping in engineering.
We used to be a fifth of all admissions
of full-time freshmen, now we're 14
percent. In math it used to be 4 1/2
percent, and now it's less...."
According to Padulo, computer
science admissions are down from 8.8
percent to 2.7 percent. Although college
enrollments are stable, Padulo insists,
"Engineering used to be done by men.
Male enrollment dropped by 25
percent. But the girls have come in,
right? Women went down from 9.1 to 8
percent."
In addition, he said, "Women are
half the population in the country, and
half the enrollment of UAH. If you pick
a big field like law or medicine, women
are half the enrollment in graduate
schools. It is strange that female
enrollment has stuck below 10 percent.
You're the dumb ones; those of you who
stick with engineeringare the very best

• • •

Our Home
Is
Your Home
*Lunch Encounter-12:15 Wednesday
-a $2 lunch & brief time of worship & fellowship
*Celebration-8:15 p.m. Tuesday

-a student planned program consisting of music, Bible study, &

in the country."
Padulo calls it "tragic that half of
them don't make it. Engineering takes
in the best kids in the country and only
half make it! What happened to them?
Are they among the homeless? Are
they sleeping on bridges? No, they
switched majors. About 42 percent of
freshmen switch majors."
Padulo asked "What would you
switch to? What you were studying
when you made the switch? Math,
physics, chemistry? No. You won't
choose one of them. They go into
business. That's what almost all
switch to. Business schools welcome
them. Oh, they don't like to
characterize themselves as schools
that take kids that wash out. These
business majors [who were former
engineers] are the only ones who want
their kids to be engineers. Engineers
want to try to get their kids to be
doctors or lawyers."
Padulo said, "Half of the PhD can
didates in the United States are foreign
nationals. Americans stop after
bachelor's and go part time. It's
just natural to have international
graduate students. Our system [of

education] is very superior at the
graduate and maybe at the
undergraduate level."
At UAH, there are many foreign
students. According to Padulo, only six
percent of UAH students are not from
Alabama.
"We have no Japanese students," he
said. "We hope to get some. It's
surprising to me to have so few
students from out of the state and outof
the U.S. Huntsville is not the Sonnet
City, we're the Rocket City."
Padulo estimates that UAH has 230
full-time faculty. Hesaid there are 37 in
engineering, 71 in science, 26 in
business, and 67 in liberal arts. He said
that first-time freshmen
selected the
following majors this year, 125
engineering, 130 science, 101 business,
108 liberal arts, and five nursing.
Padulo insists that is a remarkably
uniform choice which shows UAH is a
place that attracts more than just
engineers.
Padulo then gave some statistics for
g r a d u a t e s i n v a r i o u s f i e l d s of
engineering. He said, "Everybody
knows engineering is the toughest,
Continued to page 22
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High power.
At big savings.
g Microsoft. Word—a leading full-featured word processing program—is now

g available in a fully functional, specially priced edition for academic, users.
© Compare these prices to suggested retail edition prices!
Microsoft Word Academic Edition
For IBM. Personal Computers, 100% compatibles, and the
IBM Personal System/2, series
(suggested price ofthe retail edition $450.00): $ 1 2 5 .o o
For Apple.Macintosh, systems
oo
(suggested price of the retail edition $395.00): $ 9 9 .
g lb get this special edition or
more information, contact: B e c k y

Blount

Microsoft

772-9250

m

MADISON BOOKS & COMPUTERS, INC.
8006 MADISON PIKE. MADISON. ALABAMA 3S758
205-772-9250

To qualify for this special offer, you must present your current student or faculty ID
card and identification that includes a recent photograph. Only one product per
customer. These products cannot be resold. Offer not valid in conjunction with any
other offer, including standard retail promotions or Microsoft education discounts.

"family" discussion groups.

Offer is valid only in the 50 United States.
*Bible Study-8:15 p.m. Thursday
-a large group topical Bible Study dealing with
topics that relate to college life.
Baptist Student Center
837-9140

450 Sparkman Dr.
Huntsvllle, AL 35805

Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. IBM and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation. Apple arid Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
0988 Part No. 098-200-241
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we're the brightest. One reason
students don't stay is the grades.
People who like skiing, tennis or
dancing will not continue if people tell
you you're no good."
He added, "Actually engineering is
the easiest if we compare the grades.
Engineering gave 36 percent As and
three percent Fs. Liberal arts gave 29
percent As and six percent Fs," he said,
"I'm not saying it means anything."
Padulo continued speaking about
engineering at UAH.
UAH has students in engineering
classified as follows: freshmen, 98;
sophomore, 87; junior, 194; senior, 288.
He said that the last two statistics
indicated that UAH was a school to
which students transfer.
Padulo concluded his speech to the
engineers by comparing the practices
of MIT and Stanford. Padulo stated,
"They turn out equivalent products,
but the way they do it is completely
different."Students asked a number of
specific questions about the
engineering program at UAH. Padulo
told students that the average time to
finish an engineering program
nationwide was 4.78 years. He also told
UAH engineering students that they
are going to be proud of UAH for "the
rest of your life."
"I hope you enjoy your University
days as much as I did mine. I like it so
much I came back and professed," he
said, "It sure beats working. Learning
is more fun if you can share it."

Alpha Kappa
Alpha
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
announces its winter 1989 Rush Party.
The rush party will be held Friday,
Jan. 27, in the University Center,
Room 126, from 7 — 9 D.m. All
interested young ladies are cordially
invited to attend.
Guests will obtain information on
the upcoming pledge period of Omicron
Zeta chapter. Anyone who is interested
in participating in the winter pledge
period should contact Carmen Battle,
president, at 895-2569, or Yuette
Garner, vice president, at 895-9676. We
look forward to seeing you there!

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS.
Medical school costs are rising every
day. They're climbing faster than many
students can handle without the right
kind of financial help If you're a
medical student, the Air Force may
have the best answer for you. We offer
an excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strain of medical
or osteopathy school and allow you to
concentrate on your studies
Participation is based on competitive
selection. Let the Air Force make an
investment in your professional future
For more information, call

TSGT BERT M. POWELL
STATION TO STATION COLLECT

615-889-1032
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Lady Chargers give A&M a run for the money
by Jennifer Grace
sports reporter
It was a tough first half for the Lady
Chargers against Alabama A&M last
Tuesday, Jan. 17. Outscored 36-21,
UAH went into the locker room with a
big hole to dig out of, and when they
came out after halftime, they brought
their shovels.
With new energy and intensity, the
Lady Chargers made a number of
steals and forced A&M into a lot of
turnovers that dramatically changed
the momentum of the game. Both
teams were shooting and rebounding
in equal amounts. UAH had a team
total of 51 rebounds to A&M's 50.
With five minutes left in the game,

the Chargers had pulled within two
points of their opponents. A&M had to
execute very well to regain control of
the game. The Lady Bulldogs then
moved ahead to win 73-65.
Coach Leila Nabors was well pleased
with her team's performance: "We got
far behind in the first half, but we
outscored them 46-37 in the second half
and not a single call went our way. I
think that says a lot for what they did
out there. No matter what happened,
we were composed and poised. We
played the best basketball game we've
played in the second half. I'm proud of
the players and wouldn't trade them
for any other team."
All of the Lady Chargers made
notable contributions in scoring.

Tammy Petty was the leader with 14
points, followed by Kim McBride with
12 points, and 10 points each from
Paula Story, Barbara Baine, and
Valerie Martin. Vickie Tomlin hit the
boards to pull down 10 rebounds, and
Story and Baine also had five steals
apiece.
Congratulations to all the Lady
Chargers on a remarkable effort and
well played ballgame.

MUW 65, UAH 58
Last Friday night the Lady
Chargers faced the Mississippi
University for Women for the third
time this season. UAH led by as many
as eight points early in the game, but

still fell behind 31-34 at halftime.
The Lady Chargers had caught up
again with four minutes left in the
game, tying the score at 56-56. Then
MUW scored a number of consecutive
baskets, including a three-pointer with
a little over two minutes left in the
game.
MUW kept the lead for a 65-58 win
over the Chargers, their second win in
the three-game series. The two teams
will meet again in February.
The Chargers will travel to
Jacksonville State on Jan. 26 and will
host a game against Kentucky State on
Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. in Spragins Hall.

Chargers lose to Maine's fifth-ranked Blackbears
by Heather Stewart
sports reporter
The Charger hockey team traveled to
Orono, Maine, to take on the
Blackbears, the fifth-ranked collegiate
hockey team in the nation.
The Chargers lost both confronta

tions. The first came on Friday night
with a strong 3-1 effort, and it was a
disappointing 6-2 defeat that ended the
2-game series Saturday night.
UAH was without 3 key players
Friday night. Centers Bryan Moller
and Richard Sloan missed the trip due
to injuries. Sean Kelly also sat out

Table Tennis Tournament division A winners are (l-r): Friedholm Schope,
first place; Ralph Kissel, second place; Mike Zhu, third place.

Twenty competitors enter
table tennis tournament
by Kim Glasgow
editor
Last Saturday, Jan. 21, 20 people
competed in the third annual Table
Tennis Tournament, held in the
University Center, according to
Brenda Hopkins, assistant director of
operations for the UC.
Participants competed for trophies,
UAH merchandise, and cash prizes in
the all-day event. Freidholm Schope
took top honors in the event, and he
will travel free-of-charge to the
Association of College UnionsInternational Intercollegiate
Tournament in Tallahassee, FL, Peb.

3-5.
Winners in Division A are Friedholm
Schope, first
place; Ralph Kissel,
second place; and Mike Zhu, third
place. Division B winners are Liu Zhu,
first place; Matt Youngkin, second
place; and Steve Countess, third place.
Winners in division C are Amir
Mobosher, first place; Son Nguyen,
second place; and William Powell,
third place.
According to Hopkins, future
tournaments may include board
games. She hopes to get more campus
clubs and organizations involved in
the tournament, which may occur in
the spring term.

Friday's game due to penalties but
joined the Charger line-up Saturday
night.
The Chargers' effort Friday was
above average, considering their
opposition. UAH Head Coach Doug
Ross called it "maybe our best overall
game of the season."
Maine scored first on a power play
goal that came at the 12:58 mark in the
first period. That goal was quickly
followed by a second at the 15:05 mark
to close the first period.
The Chargers came on the board in
the second period. It was Donn Rugg
with Ralph Drensek assisting that
would combine to put the only Charger
goal in at the 3:37 mark.
In the third period, the Chargers had
11 shots-on-goal, but it was the
Blackbears who scored to solidify their
lead and take home a win. The last
goal of the night came with 9:15
remaining in the third period.
It was a power play goal that opened
Maine's scoring, their first
goal
coming at the 5:26 mark.
Both of UAH's goals were scored by
Sean Kelly. His first came on a

breakaway with Dino Ferrante
assisting to even the score 1-1.
Maine went ahead less than a
minute later on another power play
goal that closed the first period.
The Chargers missed key
opportunities to score in the second
period, but the Blackbears also refused
to capitalize and the score remained
2-1.

The third period belonged to Maine,
though, as they put four more goals
away. UAH only managed one more,
with Kelly's second breakaway goal
coming at the 8:09 mark.
Todd
Awender and Mike Quenneville were
in on the assist. The final score read
Blackbears 6. Chargers 2.
UAH goalie Chris Parson had an
impressive weekend with 71 saves in
the two-game series.
The UAH Athletic Association
showed support for their Chargers as
players, parents, and friends travelled
the long trip to cheer on the Chargers.
The Chargers are back on home ice
this weekend. They'll take on St. Johns
University next Friday and Saturday
night at the Von Braun Civic Center.

Free Legal Council available
on the following dates/times:
January 27, 198# - 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
February 3, 1989 — 10:00 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.

Call the SGA Office at 895-6428 for an
appointment. When you call please have the
following information ready for the secretary:
* Brief idea of problem
* Name and number

All services and conversations are confidential
Another quality service provided by your
Student Government Association
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UAH teams come up empty against A&M
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
The Chargers and Lady Chargers
went head-to-head with Alabama

A&M last week, but both UAH teams
came up empty as the Bulldogs won the
men's game 97-73 and the Lady
Bulldogs slipped by the Lady Chargers
73-65.

UAH's leading scorer, Thomas
Jones, had a poorer than average
showing racking up only 15 points, but
was able to snag 18 rebounds. The
Chargers were behind by 12 at the half

We need writers

Call 895-6090 or come by The Exponent office at UC
104. Hope to hear from you

TACO NIGHT
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and never pulled closer than to within
eight.
"My team showed a lot of heart and
class," said Charger Coach Tony
Ingle. "Thomas [Jones] was out of sync
and too uptight and excited."
UAH was led in scoring by Gunars
Balodis with 17 points, followed by
Jones with 15, and Darrin Bradley
with 14. Charlie Holley was named as
the Chargers' MVP with 10points, four
assists, and four rebounds.
The Chargers' record fell to 5-11.

f

"BULL DURHAM"
Starring
Kevin Costner and Susan Sarandon
Will be held in the U.C. Exhibit Hall on

Wednesday, February 1,1989
Tacos, Soft Drinks, and Tea will be served throughout the movie.
Tickets will be FREE to the first 50 people who pick them up at the University Center Information Desk
(Tickets available on Monday, January 23, 1989.) Please purchase tickets by Friday, January 27, 1989.
UAH Students, Faculty and Staff — $2.00
General Public — $3.00
Doors Open at 7:30 p.m. Movie Starts at 8:00 p.m.
. PxeseniedbV-the ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENIEA
S.H.E. CENTEX

General medical care for
women,
pregnancy testing, birth control,
abortions, women's health care &.
counseling. All services confidential.131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228. Office
Hours: 8-5, Mon.-Sat. Phone
Information until 8 p.m. TOLL FIEEj 9
•00 666 911M.

I need 10 mature students for spare,
part-time, or full time sales position. Full
time earnings can easily exceed
$10,000 per month. Spare and parttime can earn $1,000 or more a month.
Call 532-7174, answer 24 hrv

LASER PRINTER USERS!!
HP and Apple laser printer toner
cartridges can be recycled! Huge $$
savings. For details call
RANDMONT at 1-800-332-3658

WORD PROCESSING BY GRAPHIC MAGIC
Resumes • Student Papers • Desktop Publishing
Experienced with APA Guidelines. Same day
service, free pick up and delivery, editing assistance
available. Reasonable rates. Call Susan, 830-5092.

New Market
Just reduced to $34,000 from $38,500.
Seller will pay dosing cost and points. 3
bedroom starter home, hardwood
floors, aluminum siding. Good
condition, convenient to shopping,
churches, etc John Carson Realty
539-1055

DOWN WITH TAXES! UP WITH
FREEDOM!
Join the North Alabama Libertarian
Party (830-6601) at its monthly
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Shoney's on Memorial Parkway
across from Davis Stadium.

PREGNANT

NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline
533-3526

Female singer needed In UAH Village
Singers popular music choir. Contact
Dr. Boyer, Roberts Hall, 895-6436.

ENTREPRENEURS

Own your own business teaching no
money down real estate to renters, blue
collar workers. International Association
of Real Estate Seminars will help you
master your life by teaching you how to
teach and conduct no money down real
estate seminars. Send $19.95 to zero
down 805 L Idaho. Boise Idaho 83702

ESSAYS & mis
16^78

to choose from—all subjects

Order CalakiQ Today with V«a/MC Of COO

KMSE*
m
lemiw 800-351-0222
m ca,), C13l477^6

Of. rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

